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ADAMS GROSS SAND CO.
BOX
FALL CREEK, IL 62360
PHONE:
PRODUCT: 26






















SUB OF MOLINE CONSUMERS CO,
P BOX 9
LA GRANGE, MO 63*148
( 314 ) 655-4302
26
SE 26 02N 09W








( 217 ) 222-3246
26
NE 03 02S 09W
QUINCY, FOOT OF BRDWY






















JORDON, DON, ROCK & GRAVEL QY,
P. 0. BOX 272
TAMMS, IL 62988
( 618 ) 747-2257
26
NW 30 IIS 01W
JORDAN CREED GRAVEL








( 618 ) 747-2257
26
NE 30 14S 01W
JORDAN PIT









NW 12 04N 04W
BREEZE PIT









SE 26 04N 02W









SE 36 04N 03W
PLANT 2










SE 35 06N 03W
OLD BOND CO. NO. 2










NW 07 05N 02W
OLD BOND CO.





MUNIE SAND & GRAVEL
P BOX 253
POCAHONTAS, IL 62275
( 618 ) 654-3349
26
SE 32 04N 02W
MUNIE PIT








PRUITT SAND & GRAVEL
R R 2
GREENVILLE, IL 62246
( 618 ) 664-3603
26
NW 02 05N 03W
OLD BOND CO. PIT





BELVIDERE SAND & STONE CO.
6498 SQUAW PRAIRIE RD.
BELVIDERE, IL 61008
( 815 ) 547-5764
26
NW 18 44N 04E







SUB. ROCKFORD BLKTP CONSTR.CO.
600 BOYLSTON ST.
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
( 815 ) 877-9561
26
SW 29 44N 04E
MEYER PIT









SE 28 44N 04E
SPOTS PIT





KISHWAUKEE SAND & GRAVEL
5610 PIKE RD.
BOX 2054
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
( 815 ) 543-0356
26
SE 22 44N 03E
DAVIS PIT





LEE, CHARLES & SON
R F D 1
BOX 63
KIRKLAND, IL 60146
( 815 ) 547-7141
26
NE 32 43N 03E
VOWLES PIT







POPLAR GROVE, IL 61065
26
NE 24 46N 04E
MCHENRY CO. LINE PIT






BROWN COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT,
MT. STERLING, IL 62353
26
SW 27 02S 04W







MT. STERLING, IL 62353
26
NE 20 02S 03W









SW 10 16N 07E
CECIL PIT










NE 07 18N ORE
HUSEMAN PIT









SW 19 16N 11E
DIECI PIT









SE 25 16N 10E
SEATON PIT





















SE 21 16N 07E
STROUSE PIT







1600 N. EAST ST.
KEWANEE, IL 6 144
3
( 309 ) 853-1061
26
NE 01 15N 08E
WYANET SAND&GRVL PIT





LA SALLE COUNTY PORTABLE
SUB. MOLINE CONSUMER CO.
P BOX 249
OTTAWA, IL 61350
( 815 ) 433-1607
26
NW 31 16N 10E
GRIPE PIT





LA SALLE COUNTY PORTABLE
SUB. MOLINE CONSUMER CO.
P BOX 249
OTTAWA, IL 61350
( 815 ) 433-1607
26
NW 07 15N 10E
EILER PIT





MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO,
PO BOX 218
101 SOUTH MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 61541
26
SW 10 16N 07E
NORTH PIT









( 815 ) 433-4411
26
SE 07 15N 10E
C. RAWSON PIT










NE 28 17N 07E
ANDREWS PIT








( 815 ) 616-H1 1
1
26
NW 16 15N 09E
SCHUBERT PIT








( 815 ) 646-4111
26
SE 20 16N 10E
GROSS PIT









( 815 ) 646-4111
26
NW 20 16N 10E
CORPUS PIT








( 815 ) 646-4111
26
NW 34 18N 10E
CARVER PIT









( 815 ) 646-4111
26
SW 24 15N 08E
JONES PIT








( 815 ) 646-4111
26
SW 22 16N 10E
STRUNK PIT









( 815 ) 646-4111
26
NW 15 15N 09E
SANDELBACK PIT









( 815 ) 646-4111
26
SW 11 17N 09E
CARVER PIT








( 815 ) 646-4111
26










( 815 ) 646-4111
26
SW 29 17N 09E
UNDERWOOD PIT






WALNUT SAND & GRAVEL
1102 W PUTNAM
PRINCETON, IL 61356
( 815 ) 872-9911
26
NW 28 17N 07E
FINK PIT





WALNUT SAND & GRAVEL
1102 W PUTNAM
PRINCETON, IL 61356
( 815 ) 872-9911
26
NW 22 17N 09E
DUNN PIT





WALNUT SAND & GRAVEL
1102 W PUTNAM
PRINCETON, IL 61356
( 815 ) 872-9911
26
NW 08 18N 08E
DICK NELSON PIT






WALNUT SAND & GRAVEL
1102 W PUTNAM
PRINCETON, IL 61356
( 815 ) 372-9911
26
SE 23 16N 0?E
SCHAFFER PIT





WALNUT SAND & GRAVEL
1102 W PUTNAM
PRINCETON, IL 61356
( 815 ) 872-9911
26
NW 30 18N 09E
V. HEMSEL PIT





WALNUT SAND & GRAVEL
1102 W PUTNAM
PRINCETON, IL 61356
( 815 ) 872-9911
26
NW 1M 17N 09E
SCHAFER PIT





WESTERN SAND & GRAVEL
PO BOX 128
SPRING VALLEY, IL 61362
26
SW 25 16N 11E
SITTERLY PIT









SW 29 17N 07E
C. MADSEN PIT







BUDA, IL 61 31^
26
SE 20 17N 06E
G. MC CABLE PIT






HEISLER SAND & GRAVEL CO.
R R 2
MT. CARROLL, IL 61053
26
NW 09 24N 05E
0. HFISLER PIT










SW 17 24N 04E









SE 11 24N 03E










SE 02 24N 03E









NW 24 24N 04E
G. D. CAMPBEL






ILLINOIS VALLEY ASPHALT CO.
BLUPFS, IL 62621
( 217 ) 389-2848
26
SW 24 18N 12W





ILLINOIS VALLEY ASPHALT CO.
P BOX 333
BLUFFS, IL 62621
( 217 ) 389-2848
26
NE 30 17N 11W





ILLINOIS VALLEY ASPHALT CO.
P BOX 333
BLUFFS, IL 62621
( 217 ) 389-2848
26
SE 30 17N 11W










SW 24 18N 12W










NE 29 17N 11W









SE 36 23N 10E
ADKINS PIT








SE 16 20N 07E
TAYLOR PIT









SW 05 22N 10E
FRANEEN PIT
3 MI E RANTOUL
CHAMPAIGN MID-AMERICA SAND & GRAVEL
P BOX 290
MAHOMET, IL 61853
PHONE: ( 217 ) 586-4536
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SE 20 20N 07E
TRUST 262 PIT





THOMAS, HOWARD GRAVEL CO.
P BOX 211
316 N. MARKET ST.
PAXTON, IL 60957
( 217 ) 379-3606
26
NW 23 21N 10E
TDEUS PIT
2.5 MI NE FLATVILLE
CHAMPAIGN THOMAS, HOWARD GRAVEL CO.
P BOX 211
316 N. MARKET ST.
PAXTON, IL 60957
PHONE: ( 217 ) 379-3606
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NE 06 22N 14W
CLARENCE PIT











SW 2H 19N 08E
PLANT NO. 1









NW OH 21N 10E
PLANT NO. 3










SE 16 20N 07E
GIBSON PIT









SW 20 20N 07E






MAHOMET SAND & GRAVEL DIV.




NW 21 20N 07E












NE 04 13N 02W









SW 27 1 1N 01
W
1.5 MI SW ROSAMOND















NE 22 10N 11W
PIT #1





CONNELLY & SON GRAVEL CO.
904 E. MAIN ST.
BOX 37C
CASEY, IL 62420
( 217 ) 967-5212
26
NE 34 12N 14W
RENNELS PIT








WEST UNION, IL 62477
( 217 ) 826-2800
26
NE 29 11N 10W
KUYKENDALL PI







WEST UNION, IL 62477
( 217 ) 826-2800
26
E2 27 10N 11W
EAST PIT








WEST UNION, IL 62477
26
SE 28 10N 11W
LAWRENCE PIT







WEST UNION, IL 62477
26
NW 27 10N 11W
STANFIELD PIT









NE 17 11N 11W
MARSHALL PIT







222 W. B. STREET
BELLEVILLE, IL 62222
( 618 ) 233-2242
26
SW 08 01 S 05W
NEW MEMPHIS SAND





HOFFMAN SAND & GRAVEL
P BOX 86
HOFFMAN, IL 62250
( 618 ) 495-2644
26
N2 02 01N 02W








( 618 ) 594-2323
26
SW 20 02N 02W









( 217 ) 345-6292
26
SE 32 13N 10E
BLEND PIT









SW 19 1 1N 07E
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MATTOON SAND & GRAVEL




SW 19 1 1N 07E





MATTOO N SAND & GRAVEL




SW 19 11N 07E
NORTH PIT







100 W. BARTLETT ROAD
BARTLETT, IL 60103
26











SW 20 41N 09E






400 WEST 1ST ST.
ELMHURST, IL 60126
26
NW 32 41N 09E







344 E. SIXTEENTH ST.
CHICAGO HEIGHTS, IL 60411
26
NE 29 35N 15E
TRENCH BACKFILL







CRAWFORD SAND & GRAVEL CO.
DANVILLE SHALE CO., INC.
P BOX 284
HUTSONVILLE, IL 62433
( 618 ) 563-4400
26
NW 33 08N 11W
BLACK PIT





CRAWFORD SAND & GRAVEL CO.
DANVILLE SHALE CO., INC.
P BOX 284
HUTSONVILLE, IL 62433
( 618 ) 563-4400
26
SW 34 08N 11W
EAST PIT
2.5 MI SE HUTSONVILE
CRAWFORD LAWRENCE SAND & GRAVEL CO.
DANVILLE SHALE CO., INC.
P BOX 284
R. R. 2
WEST UNION, IL 62477
PHONE: ( 618 ) 563-4400
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SW 10 07N 11W
DEES PIT
3.5 MI N PALESTINE
CRAWFORD NOBLITT SAND & GRAVEL CO.






SE 32 08N 11W
CRAWFORD TURNER SAND & GRAVEL CO.
R R 2
PALESTINE, IL 62451
PHONE: ( 618 ) 586-2486
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SW 03 07N 11W
TURNER DREDGE









SE 36 1 1N 09E
URBAN NO. 2










SW 05 10N 10E
CUTRIGHT PIT
2 MI W UNION CENTER







NW 01 10N 09E










W2 02 10N 09E
GREENUP GRAVEL PIT
7 MI N GREENUP
CUMBERLAND SWEARINGEN SAND & GRAVEL CO.














NE 12 41N 04
E
FLOIT PIT






LARSON, E. , INC.
P BOX 585
DE KALB, IL 60115
26
NE 15 40N 05E
SEARS PIT





LARSON, E. , INC.
P BOX 585
DE KALB, IL 60115
26
NW 23 42N 04E
THURLBY PIT





LARSON, E. , INC.
P BOX 585
DE KALB, IL 60115
26
SE 36 39N 05E
LONG PIT










SE 32 40N 05E










SW 18 19N 01
E
KECK PIT









NE 13 19N 01E
NIXON PIT







1523 N. COTTAGE ST.
BOX 609
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
( 309 ) 874-2303
26
NW 16 19N 01E


















1523 N COTTAGE ST.
PO BOX 609
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
( 309 ) 874-2303
26








AJAX SAND & GRAVEL
175 E. LAKE ST.
BLOOMINGDALE, IL 60108
26











NW 23 40N 09E






400 WEST 1ST ST.
ELMHURST, IL 60126
26












NE 05 HON 09E
REESE PIT






400 WEST 1ST ST.
ELMHURST, IL 60126
26
SE 01 39N 09E






400 WEST 1ST ST.
ELMHURST, IL 60126
26
NW 02 39N 1 1E
ELMHURST QY.






2400 S. ROSELLE ROAD
PALATINE, IL 60067
26
SE 07 40N 10E
YD. 39









CLOVERDALE, IL 61 611
26
NW 23 40N 09E
3 MI. W CLOVERDALE
DU PAGE SIREK, TED
31 W. 070 GENEVA RD.
WEST CHICAGO, IL 60185
PHONE: ( 312 ) 879-5520
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NE 11 38N 09E
ERB PIT



















NW 02 05S 01W
WEAVER BROS PIT





BURTSCHI SAND & GRAVEL CO.
VANDALIA, IL 62471
26
W2 20 06N 01
E
COCAIGNE PIT






DUGAN SAND & GRAVEL
HAGARSTOWN, IL 62247
26
NW 36 06N 01W
PERKINS PIT





DUGAN SAND & GRAVEL
HAGARSTOWN, IL 62247
26
SE 25 06N 01W










NW 20 06N 01
E
TELGER PIT








SE 20 08N 02E









NW 08 06N 01E
ROWE PIT










NE 07 06N 01E
















GIBSON CITY, IL 60936
26
SW 03 23N 07E
TUCKER PIT







GIBSON CITY, IL 60936
26
SE 24 23N 07E
MCCALL PIT











SE 36 23N 10E
LUDLOW PIT





SMITH SAND & GRAVEL
BOX 527
GIBSON CITY, IL 60936
( 217 ) 749-2311
26
SE 13 23N 07E
REINER PIT
2 MI SE GIBSON CITY
FORD SMITH SAND & GRAVEL
BOX 527
GIBSON CITY, IL 60936
PHONE: ( 217 ) 749-2311
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SW 33 23N 08E
UTTERBACK PIT





SMITH, M. C, CONSTRUCTION CO.
BOX 51
GIBSON CITY, IL 60936
26
NE 05 24N 07E
LOUISE SMITH PIT






SMITH, M. C, CONSTRUCTION CO,
BOX 51
GIBSON CITY, IL 60936
26
NE 24 23N 07E
REYNOLDS PIT





THOMAS, HOWARD GRAVEL CO,
P BOX 211
316 N. MARKET ST.
PAXTON, IL 60957
( 217 ) 379-3606
26
SW 14 23N 09E
WEST PIT






THOMAS, HOWARD GRAVEL CO,
P BOX 211
316 N. MARKET ST.
PAXTON, IL 60957
( 217 ) 379-3606
26
NE 35 23N 10E
YOUNG-GREEN P







316 N. MARKET ST.
PAXTON, IL 60957
( 217 ) 379-3606
26
SE 26 23N 10E
CORBLY PIT








GIBSON CITY, IL 60936
26
NW 24 23N 07E
JORDAN PIT










NW 21 06S 02E





DOWNING, L. GRAVEL PIT
P BOX 10
LONDON MILLS, IL 61544
26
NW 11 08N 01
E





DUCK ISLAND SAND AND GRAVEL CO
P BOX 159
CANTON, IL 61520
( 309 ) 668-2278
26
NE 04 05N 05E
DUCK ISLAND PIT







LONDON MILLS, IL 61544
26
SW 22 08N 02E
GLASSER PIT








( 309 ) 759-4293
26
SW 10 03N 03E
HEFFREN FARM PIT










CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52406
26
NE 30 07N 02E
SPOON RIVER PIT





OTTER CREEK SAND & GRAVEL
131 1/2 S. SIDE SQUARE
MALCOMB, IL 61455
26
NE 10 03N 03E



























J. & A. AGRICULTURAL SUPPLY
SHAWNEETOWN, IL 62984
26
SE 06 08S 10E
COUNTY PIT



















SE 21 09N 13W








NW 07 33N 07E
NORTON PIT








300 WEST WASHINGTON ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60606
( 815 ) 942-1830
26
S2 09 33N 07E
MORRIS DREDGE







P BOX 56, R R 2
ALGONQUIN, IL 60102
( 312 ) 658-7811
26
NE 21 34N 08E







NW 07 33N 07E








SW 09 33N 06E
HOLDERMAN PIT
















NW 24 04N 09W
FORNELL PIT






TENNESSEE SAND & GRAVEL
CARTHAGE, IL 62321
26
SE 15 05N 05W
CLAUSON PIT






WRIGHT SAND & GRAVEL
CARTHAGE, IL 62321
26
NW 15 05N 06W
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SW 08 12S 10E








SW 21 12N 04W
ADDLEMAN FARM
1/2 MI SW BALD BLUFF
HENDERSON CESSFORD CONSTRUCTION CO.
SUBS OF MEDUSA AGGREGATE CO.
217 FARMERS & MERCHANTS BK BL
P BOX 1085
BURLINGTON, IA 52601
PHONE: ( 319 ) 752-6388
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NW 22 10N 05W
BLEND SAND
GLADSTONE
HENDERSON CESSFORD CONSTRUCTION CO.
SUBS OF MEDUSA AGGREGATE CO.
217 FARMERS & MERCHANTS BK BL
P BOX 1085
BURLINGTON, IA 52601
PHONE: ( 319 ) 752-6388
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: N2 04 09N 05W
SCHROEDER PROPERTY





HENRY COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
CAMBRIDGE, IL 61238
26
SW 03 17N 04E
VAN VOOREN PIT








SW 15 18N 04
E
JOHNSON PIT









NE 13 17N 01E






MALMSTROM TRUCKING & EXCAV.
600 S. THIRD ST.
COLONA, IL 61241
26
SW 03 17N 04E
A. DECAUSEMAKER









SW 21 18N 05E
THOMPSON PIT










SW 01 17N 01
E
MC DOWELL PIT










W2 34 18N 05E






VAN HERZEELE, P. G.
R R 2
MT. CARROL, IL 61053
26
SE 02 17N 04E
MOENS PIT








NE 10 26N 13W
GRAY PIT











SW 13 26N 12W
HOCUTT PIT






LYNCH, D.E., CONSTRUCTION CORP




SW 17 27N 12W
PETERS PIT






LYNCH, D. E., CONSTRUCTION CORP




SE 01 26N 12W






LYNCH, D.E., CONSTRUCTION CORP




SE 19 28N 11W
KENDALL PIT
1 MI W DONOVAN















NW 17 23N 12W
PETERS PIT







SW 22 28N 12W
1 MI S MARTINTON
IROQUOIS SALM TRUCKING CO.
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SW 11 26N 13W
THOMPSON PIT









( 815 ) 877-9561
26
NE 27 44N 03E
SPENCER PIT









NW 08 09S 03W
JACKSON DREDGE






LAWDER, H. L. SAND CO.
GRAND TOWER, IL 62940
26
NW 13 10S 04W
RIVER SAND








SE 24 07N 09E





TWIN RIVERS SAND NO. 2
PO BOX 216
ALTON, IL 62002
( 618 ) 462-2265
26
NE 15 06N 13W











SE 33 29N 02W





DUBUQUE SAND & GRAVEL CO.
P BOX 325
DUBUQUE, I A 52001
26
NE 03 28N 02W
COYLES
3 MI SE E DUBUQUE






( 815 ) 777-2487
26
SW 09 27N 01
E
CASPER QY
It MI S GALENA
KANE CHICAGO GRAVEL CO.
343 S. DEARBORN ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60604
PHONE: ( 312 ) 436-2531
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NE 25 41 N 08E





E. & E. HAULING
26 WEST SHICK ROAD
BLOOMINGDALE, IL 60108
26
NE 23 39N 07E
BALDMOUND SITE 5
4.5 MI W GENEVA
KANE ELMHURST CHICAGO STONE





LOCATION: NE 27 39N 06E
KANE ELMHURST CHICAGO STONE




LOCATION: SE 28 42N 08E
2.5 MI W KANEVILLE





FELTES SAND & GRAVEL
RT 25
BOX 159
NORTH AURORA, IL 60542
26
NE 08 38N 07E
DIVICKI PIT






FELTES SAND & GRAVEL
RT 25
BOX 159
NORTH AURORA, IL 605*12
26







FELTES SAND & GRAVEL
RT 25
BOX 159
NORTH AURORA, IL 605*12
26
SW 30 39N 07E
NICHOLS PIT






FELTES SAND & GRAVEL
RT 25
BOX 159
NORTH AURORA, IL 605*12
26
SE 29 38N 08E
FOX VALLEY GRAVEL





FELTES SAND & GRAVEL
RT 25
BOX 159
NORTH AURORA, IL 605*42
26
NE 06 38N 07E
BARKER PIT






FELTES SAND & GRAVEL
RT 25
BOX 159
NORTH AURORA, IL 605*12
26
SW 05 38N 07E
PROBST PIT





FELTES SAND & GRAVEL
RT 25
BOX 159
NORTH AURORA, IL 60542
26
NW 20 39N 07E
MEREDITH PIT









S. ELGIN, IL 60177
26
SE 03 40N 08E





KANE COUNTY CONCRETE, INC,
RT. 2, BOX 172D
142 N. LINCOLN AVE.
AURORA, IL 60504
( 312 ) 466-4004
26
SW 05 38N 07E
KANE CO. SAND&GRAVEL





KANE COUNTY CONCRETE, INC,
RT. 2, BOX 172D
142 N. LINCOLN AVE.
AURORA, IL 60504
( 312 ) 466-4004
26
SW 05 38N 07E








300 WEST WASHINGTON ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60606
( 312 ) 426-2521
26
NW 25 42N 08E
DUNDEE PIT
1 MI E DUNDEE









( 312 ) 658-7811
26
SE 02 42N 08E
DUNDEE PIT









( 312 ) 658-7811
26
SE 31 39N 07E
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KUGGLER PIT









( 312 ) 658-7811
26
SW 30 39N 07E
LAWSON PIT









( 312 ) 658-7811
26
SW 36 42N 08E
MC GRAW PIT






BEVERLY SAND & GRAVEL CO.
2*400 S. ROSELLE ROAD
PALATINE, IL 60067
( 312 ) 695-8900
26
SE 36 42N 08E
BEVERLY PIT
1/2 MI NE ELGIN
RR 1, BOX 144, ELGIN
KANE PLO^E, INC.
2400 S. ROSELLE ROAD
PALENTINE, IL 60067
PHONE: ( 312 ) 695-8900
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: 01 42N 07E







EAST DUNDEE, IL 60111
26
N2 24 39N 06E









EAST DUNDEE, IL 60118
( 312 ) 426-3732
26
SE 15 42N 08E
E. DUNDEE PIT
EAST DUNDEE
KANE ROAD MATERIALS CORP.
P BOX 209
EAST DUNDEE, IL 60118
PHONE: ( 312 ) 426-3732
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SE 24 42N 08E
NAGEL PIT
1 MI SE CARPNTPSVILE
KANE ROAD MATERIALS CORP.
P BOX 209
EAST DUNDEE, IL 60120
PHONE: ( 312 ) 426-3732
PRODUCT: 26













































NW 15 ION 07E











NW 08 11 N 08E
HIGHLAND AVE. PIT










SW 15 12N 06E
PAFFINGER
.5 MI N HAMPSHIRE
KANE SIREK, TED
31 W. 070 GENEVA RD.
WEST CHICAGO, IL 60185
PHONE: ( 312 ) 879-5520
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NE 23 39N 07E
BALD MOUND









( 312 ) 126-1861
26
NE 15 12N 08E





VAN ACKER SAND & GRAVEL
10 W 628 COMPTON HILLS RD.
ST. CHARLES, IL 60171
26
SE 03 ION 08E
1/2 MI SW S. ELGIN
KANE VAN ACKER SAND & GRAVEL
40 W 628 COMPTON HILLS RD.
ST. CHARLES, IL 60174
PHONE:
PRODUCT: 26




500 W. PLAINFIELD RD.
COUNTRYSIDE, IL 60525
PHONE: ( 312 ) 428-2638
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NW 02 42N 08E
2 MI N ST. CHARLES










SE 22 31N 11E









NE 05 30N 11E
BLEND SAND










SE 33 31N 11E
HILLSIDE PIT









NE 04 30N 14W
AZZARELLI PIT










SW 33 31N 11E
AZZARELLI PIT









SW 03 31N 09E
ESSEX PIT










NW 28 31N 10E
FINE BLEND SAND









SE 05 30N 1HW
TANNER PIT









SE on 30N 14W
GROSSO PIT









NW 04 30N 14W
GROSSO PIT









NW 29 31 N 11E









NW OH 30N 1HW
CADDIE PRATT PIT










SW 30 31N 14E
HYRUP PIT










NE 21 31N 11E
5 MI NW KANKAKEE
KANKAKEE TOBEY CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
P BOX 85
104 S. PARK RD.
HERSCHER, IL 60941
PHONE: ( 815 ) 426-2223
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SE 04 31N 09E
BICE PIT





FELTES SAND & GRAVEL
RT 25
BOX 159
NORTH AURORA, IL 60542
26
NW 07 37N 07E
KENDALL CO. PIT










E2 24 37N 07E
OSWEGO PIT









SE 03 37N 08E
HAFENRICHTER PIT




















( 815 ) 786-8206
26
NW 30 36N 06E
SCHEIDECKER PIT







R R 31, NEEDHAM RD.
PLANO, IL 60545
26
NW 26 37N 06E
PLANO PIT






CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS
TREMONT, IL 61568
( 309 ) 925-2721
26
NE 02 09N 01E





WEAST SAND AND GRAVEL
DAHINDA, IL 61428
26
NE 01 09N 03E








E2 22 45N 11E







PROSPECT HGTS., IL 60070
26
SE 22 45N 09E
VOLO PIT





ECONOMY SAND & GRAVEL
26
NE 03 15N 11E







ECONOMY SAND & GRAVEL
26
NE 03 45N 1 1E









NW 11 45N 11E









( 312 ) 362-2590
26
NE 33 45N 11E
LAKE COUNTY GRAD PIT








( 312 ) 362-2554
26
NW 09 44N 1 1E
PETERSON PIT






LAKE REGION SAND & GRAVEL
26
NW 22 45N 09E
BIG PLANT









NW 14 45N 1 1E
GERNEE PIT





THELAN SAND & GRAVEL
28995 W. RT 173
ANTIOCH, IL 60002
26
SW 09 46N 09E
BARTHEL PIT






THELAN SAND & GRAVEL
28995 W. RT 173
ANTIOCH, IL 60002
26
NW 09 46N 09E
FOX PIT








500 W. PLAINFIELD RD.
COUNTRYSIDE, IL 60525
( 312 ) 1428-2638
26











NW 03 45N 11E







TROY GROVE, IL 61372
26
NW 02 34N 01E



















SW 33 36N 05E
V. MEYER PIT
1 MI N SHERIDAN
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NE 21 34N 04E







SE 10 33N 02E







SE 06 32N 02E







SW 29 33N 05E








NW 08 35N 05E
MAYNARD PIT
3 MI SE WEDRON
DONOVAN PIT
2 MI NE UTICA
BAILEY FALLS PIT
2 MI SE OGLESBY
LUCEY PIT








P. 0. BOX 179
SERENA, IL 60549
26










LA ROSE, IL 61541
( 309 ) 399-8401
26
SW 05 32N 02E
C.LOCKE PIT
1 MI W LOWELL
LA SALLE HENRY, VERN
BOX 77
LA ROSE, IL 61541
PHONE: ( 309 ) 399-8401
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NE 21 31N 04E
KEMTZ PIT



















SE 34 35N 04E





LA SALLE COUNTY PORTABLE
SUB. MOLINE CONSUMER CO.
P BOX 249
OTTAWA, IL 61350
( 815 ) 433-1607
26
NW 22 33N 03E
DICKENS PIT






LA SALLE COUNTY PORTABLE
SUB. MOLINE CONSUMER CO.
P BOX 249
OTTAWA, IL 61350
( 815 ) 433-1607
26
SE 16 34N 03E
H. WILEY PIT





LA SALLE COUNTY PORTABLE
SUB. MOLINE CONSUMER CO.
P BOX 249
OTTAWA, IL 61350
( 815 ) 433-1607
26
SE 06 32N 02E
B. ERNAT PIT





LA SALLE COUNTY PORTABLE
SUB. MOLINE CONSUMER CO.
P BOX 249
OTTAWA, IL 61350
( 815 ) 433-1607
26
SW 36 35N 04E
H. RHODES PIT







LA SALLE COUNTY PORTABLE
SUB. MOLINE CONSUMER CO.
P BOX 249
OTTAWA, IL 61350
( 815 ) 433-1607
26







LA SALLE COUNTY PORTABLE
SUB. MOLINE CONSUMER CO.
P BOX 249
OTTAWA, IL 61350
( 815 ) 433-1607
26
NE 29 33N 05E
THOMPSON PIT





LA SALLE COUNTY PORTABLE
SUB. MOLINE CONSUMER CO.
P BOX 249
OTTAWA, IL 61350
( 815 ) 433-1607
26
SE 10 33N 02E
DONOVAN PIT





LA SALLE COUNTY PORTABLE
SUB. MOLINE CONSUMER CO.
P BOX 249
OTTAWA, IL 61350
( 815 ) 433-1607
26
NE 10 34N 01E
KOOB PIT









SE 27 31N 03E
WILLIAMS PIT






MANLEY BROTHERS SILICA CO.




NE 03 34N 01E








CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52406
26
WEDRON PIT











( 815 ) 223-0468
26
SW 11 33N 01E
ALPHA CEMENT PIT










SW 05 32N 02E
C LOCKE PIT










NE 21 31N 04E
KEMTZ PIT VERN HENRY








( 815 ) 433-4411
26
N2 04 35N 05E












SE 09 33N 03E
1/2 MI W OTTAWA
LA SALLE OTTO MACHINE CO.
SANDWICH, IL 60548
PHONE: ( 815 ) 786-8206
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SW 26 36N 04E
JOHNSON PIT
3 MI NE BAKER
A C OTTO
LA SALLE OTTO MACHINE CO.
SANDWICH, IL 60548
PHONE: ( 815 ) 786-8206
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SE 25 36N 05E
SCHEIDECKER PIT A C OTTO







( 815 ) 786-8206
26
SE 15 32N 02E
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OTTO PIT

























PHONE: ( 815 ) 795-2025
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NW 21 33N 05E
LUCY PIT 1A









( 815 ) 795-2025
26
NW 35 33N 05E










( 815 ) 795-2025
26
NW 32 33N 05E
S. G. MATERIALS









( 815 ) 795-2025
26
NW 35 33N 05E
1 MI SW SENECA




PHONE: ( 815 ) 795-2025
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NW 32 33N 05E
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S.G. MATERIALS PLANT







SW 17 35N 05E
ANDERSON PIT





TRI-COUNTY SAND & GRAVEL
P BOX 120
SHERIDAN, IL 60551
( 618 ) 72M-2M22
26
NW 07 35N 05E
JOHNSON PIT









SW 17 35N 05E
ANDERSON PIT








NEW CAANAN, CT 06840
26
NE 09 33N 02E
BELLROSE QY.






WESTERN SAND & GRAVEL
PO BOX 128
SPRING VALLEY, IL 61362
26
N2 05 35N 05E
SHERIDAN PIT





WESTERN SAND & GRAVEL
PO BOX 128
SPRING VALLEY, IL 61362
26
N2 05 35N 05E
SHERIDAN PIT











NE 05 33N 02E
WETHERBY PIT








NW 27 04N 11W
DEES PIT








( 618 ) 943-2796
26
NE 28 04N 11W
3.5 MI NE LAWRENCVIL
LAWRENCE H. & B. GRAVEL CO.
P BOX 55
1015 S. WHITTLE AVE.
OLNEY, IL 62450
PHONE: ( 618 ) 393-2977
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NE 23 04N 11W
PIT S&G CO.
4.5 MI NE LAWRENCVIL


































4 MI NE LAWRENCEVILE
4 MI NE LAWRENCEVILE
DURIN PIT










SE 10 21N 08E
HALLQUIST PROP
















ROCKFORD BLACKTOP CONST. CO.
600 BOYLSTON ST.
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
26
SE 33 39N 02E
LAMAR PROPERTY
3 MI S STEWARD




106 S. FIRST ST.
FAIRBURY, IL 61739
26
SW 06 27N 06E
MCDOWELL PIT
4 M SE PONTIAC




106 S. FIRST ST.
FAIRBURY, IL 61701
26










NE 07 27N 06E
1/2 MI SE MCDOWELL
LIVINGSTON ROWE CONSTRUCTION CO.
1523 N. COTTAGE ST.
BOX 609
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
PHONE: ( 309 ) 87^-2303
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SE 08 25N 07E
ADAMS PIT









SE 08 24N 04E
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3 MI W CORNELL
LOGAN ALSOPP, JOHN SAND & GRAVEL
MT. PULASKI, IL 62548
PHONE: ( 217 ) 792-5443
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SE 35 19N 02W





CAPSCO. INC. GRAVEL CO.
HEINZEL DIVISION
P. 0. BOX 3221
U. S. 66 BYPASS N.
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62707
26
SE 23 19N 04W
BROADWAY PIT
3.5 MI ESE MIDDLETWN
LOGAN CULLINAN, R. A. & SON
TREMONT, IL 61568
PHONE: ( 309 ) 925-2721
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SE 04 20N 01W
TWOMEY PIT






CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS INC,
TREMONT, IL 61568






















SW 13 20N 03W







LINCOLN SAND & GRAVEL




SE 01 19N 03W





LOGAN COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
LINCOLN, IL 62656
26
SE 30 20N 03W









NE 27 20N 03W









SE 13 20N 03W
1 MI N LINCOLN





NE 08 06N 03W
KITCH BROS. PROPERTY









SW 22 43N 08E









NW 01 42N 07E
HOFFMAN PIT










SE 04 43N 07E
RT. 47 PIT









NW 23 44N 07E
WOODSTOCK PIT


















D. & Z. SAND & GRAVEL




SW 35 44N 06E





D. & Z. SAND & GRAVEL




SW 02 43N 06E






D. & Z. SAND & GRAVEL




SW 03 43N 07E





DEARLERS READY MIX CO.
2000 SKOKIE VALLEY HIGHWAY












2018 LILY LAKE RD.
MC HENRY, IL 60050
26
SW 08 44N 09E









SE 02 44N 06E
GRAVER PIT









SE 14 43N 05E
HOME PIT










SW 11 13N 05E
NORTH PIT
2.5 MI S MARENGO




PHONE: ( 815 ) 943-5953
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NE 02 45N 05E
OLD PETERS PIT









NW 08 44N 09E
ROCKY RD PIT










NE 24 44N 08E
1 MI W BURTONS BRIDG
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MC HENRY MATERIAL SERVICE CORP.
GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.
300 WEST WASHINGTON ST
CHICAGO, IL 60606
PHONE: ( 312 ) 658-4559
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SW 22 43N 08E
MC HENRY MC HENRY SAND & GRAVEL
BOX 511
1819 DOT ST.
MC HENRY, IL 60050
PHONE
:
( 815 ) 385-^920
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SE 31 45N 09E
MC HENRY MC HENRY SAND & GRAVEL
BOX 511
1819 DOT ST.
MC HENRY, IL 60050
PHONE ( 815 ) 385-4920
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NW 28 45N 08E
MC HENRY MC HENRY SAND & GRAVEL
BOX 511
1819 DOT ST.
MC HENRY, IL 60050
PHONE: ( 815 ) 385-4920
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NE 02 43N 06E




PHONE ( 312 ) 658-7811
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SE 28 43N 08E





( 815 ) 943-4106
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NW 24 45N 05E




2.5 MI W MC HENRY
UNION PIT













( 815 ) 943-4106
26
NW 31 46N 06E
ANDERSEN PIT








( 815 ) 943-4106
26
SE 11 45N 05E
JACOBS PIT








NE 21 46N 06E
COLE PIT









SW 15 44N 07E
REED PIT









NE 11 44N 06E
FOX FARM PIT
1.5 MI W WOODSTOCK
MC HENRY PETERSON SAND & GRAVEL
BOX 191 , R R 1
N. MILWAUKEE AVE.
LIBERTYVILLE, IL 60048
PHONE: ( 312 ) 362-2554
PRODUCT: 26








PISTAKEE SAND & GRAVEL
3002 W. MARVILL DR.
MC HENRY, IL 60050
( 815 ) 385-9773
26
S2 20 45N 09E
2 MI SW FOX LAKE
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NW 01 46N 05E





ISLAND LAKE, IL 600U2
26
NE 18 44N 09E
NW EDGE BIG FOOT
RAVEN PIT








( 312 ) 426-3732
26










( 312 ) 426-3732
26
NW 14 43N 05E
MARENGO PIT






512 N. BAY RD.
MC HENRY, IL 60050
26
NE 20 45N 09E
BIG HOLLOW PIT
2 MI N LAKEMOOR
MC HENRY VULCAN MATERIALS CO.
MIDWEST DIV.
PO BOX 6
500 W. PLAINFIELD RD.
COUNTRYSIDE, IL 60525
PHONE: ( 312 ) 428-2638
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NW 09 43N 08E
MC HENRY VULCAN MATERIALS CO.
MIDWEST DIV.
PO BOX 6




( 312 ) 428-2638
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NE 11 43N 08E
1/2 MI SE CRYSTAL LK





















NE 13 23N 01E
BETHEL PIT








SW 30 23N 02E
DARLING PIT






GIBSON CITY, IL 60936
26











SW 33 23N 03E










SW 32 22N 02E
C. PETTY PIT
1 MI W HEYWORTH
MC LEAN ROWE CONSTRUCTION CO.
1523 N. COTTAGE ST.
BOX 609
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
PHONE: ( 309 ) 87*1-2303
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NW 05 23N 02E
MARKET ST. PIT







1523 N. COTTAGE ST.
BOX 609
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
PHONE ( 309 ) 874-2303
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NW 11 25N 03E
MC LEAN ROWE CONSTRUCTION CO.
1523 N. COTTAGE ST.
BOX 609
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
( 309 ) 874-2303
26
NE 28 24N 01W
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FREED PIT
1/4 MI SE CLARKSVILE
RISSER PIT
3 MI SW DANVERS
MC LEAN ROWE CONSTRUCTION CO.
1523 N. COTTAGE ST.
BOX 609
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
PHONE ( 309 ) 874-2303
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NE 07 23N 01E
MC LEAN ROWE CONSTRUCTION CO.





( 309 ) 874-2303
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SW 21 23N 06E
KOMNICK PIT








1523 N. COTTAGE ST.
BOX 609
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
( 309 ) 874-2303
26









1523 N. COTTAGE ST.
BOX 609
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
( 309 ) 874-2303
26
SE 05 22N 05E
RIDDLE PIT
5 MI SE SAYBROOK
MC LEAN ROWE CONSTRUCTION CO.
1523 N. COTTAGE ST.
BOX 609
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
PHONE: ( 309 ) 874-2303
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NE 27 23N 01
E
PROBASCO PIT
2 MI NW SHIRLEY
MC LEAN ROWE CONSTRUCTION CO.
1523 N. COTTAGE ST.
BOX 609
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
PHONE: ( 309 ) 871-2303
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SW 05 22N 03E
HALL PIT
1 MI SW DOWNS
MC LEAN ROWE CONSTRUCTION CO.
1523 N. COTTAGE ST.
BOX 609
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
PHONE: ( 309 ) 374-2303
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: 07 25N 04E
CLAUDON PIT
1 MI W LEXINGTON
MC LEAN ROWE CONSTRUCTION CO.
1523 N. COTTAGE ST.
BOX 609
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
PHONE: ( 309 ) 874-2303
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SW 33 23N 03E
RYAN PIT
1 MI W DOWNS
MC LEAN ROWE CONSTRUCTION CO.
1523 N. COTTAGE ST.
BOX 609
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
PHONE: ( 309 ) 874-2303
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SE 31 26N 03E
HOOBLER PIT
5 MI S GRIDLEY
MC LEAN ROWE CONSTRUCTION CO.
1523 N. COTTAGE ST.
BOX 609
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
PHONE: ( 309 ) 874-2303
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NW 33 22N 02E
KEMMERLY PIT













( 309 ) 874-2303
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: E2 07 25N 02E
MC LEAN ROWE CONSTRUCTION CO.
1523 N. COTTAGE ST.
BOX 609
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
PHONE: ( 309 ) 874-2303
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SW OU 22N 03E
MC LEAN ROWE CONSTRUCTION CO.
1523 N. COTTAGE ST.
BOX 609
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
( 309 ) 874-2303
26
NW 33 22N 01W
EVERGREEN LAKE PIT
2 MI NW HUDSON
MIKEL PIT
.5 MI S DOWNS
PITTS PIT






















NE 06 21N 02E
SELLARDS PIT









NE 01 15N 03E










N2 02 15N 03E
BURGETT PIT







1439 E. OLIVE ST.
DECATUR, IL 62526
26
SE 32 16N 01E
HARRISTOWN PIT






1139 E. OLIVE ST.
DECATUR, IL 62526
26
NW 09 16N 03E








( 217 ) 963-2221
26
S2 29 16N 01E









NE 03 18N 04E







P. 0. BOX 6




















HAGAMAN SAND & GRAVEL CO.
26
SW 15 10N 09W
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GRANITE CITY, IL 62040
26
NW 14 03N 09W
JOHNSON PIT


















GRANITE CITY, IL 62040
26
NE 11 03N 09W
PIT 1







GRANITE CITY, IL 62040
26
SW 22 03N 09W
PIT 2







BITUMINOUS FUEL & OIL
700 JOHNSON HILL RD.
COLLINSVILLE, IL 62234
26
NW 29 04N 05W






















SW 23 29N 02W
BAUN PIT







300 WEST WASHINGTON ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60606
26
NW 21 13N 10E





MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 218
101 SOUTH MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 615*41
26
SE 03 13N 10E
GOODRICH PROPERTY





MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 218
101 SOUTH MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 615*41
26
NW 25 30N 03W
WEER PIT
N EDGE LACON
MARSHALL MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 218
101 SOU^H MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 615*41
PHONE: ( 309 ) 399-8*401
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SW 19 29N 01
W
VERN HENRY PIT






MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 218
101 SOUTH MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 615*41
( 309 ) 399-8*401
26
NW 19 29N 01W
STEVENS PIT
2 MI SW LA ROSE
MARSHALL MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 218
101 SOUTH MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 61541
PHONE: ( 309 ) 399-8401
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NE 19 29N 01W
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SPERRY PIT
2 MI SW LA ROSE
MARSHALL MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO,
BOX 218
101 SOUTH MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 61541
PHONE: ( 309 ) 399-8401
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NE 04 30N 02W
J. HANKS PIT
3 MI SE HENRY
MARSHALL MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 218
101 SOUTH MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 61541
PHONE: ( 309 ) 399-8401
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SW 02 30N 01W
GUDERJAN PIT
1 MI S MAGNOLIA
MARSHALL MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 218
101 SOUTH MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 61541
PHONE: ( 309 ) 399-8401
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SW 02 30N 01
W
STEFFENS PIT
1 MI S MAGNOLIA
MARSHALL MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 218
101 SOUTH MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 61541
PHONE: ( 309 ) 399-8401
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SW 24 29N 02W
ZEN ZEN PIT
2 MI NE WILBERN
MARSHALL MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 218
101 SOUTH MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 61541
PHONE: ( 309 ) 399-8401
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SW 23 29N 02W
WHITE PIT
1 MI NE WILBERN
MARSHALL MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 218
101 SOUTH MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 61511
PHONE: ( 309 ) 399-8401
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SE 03 30N 02W
L. HANKS PIT
3 MI SE HENRY
MARSHALL MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 218
101 SOUTH MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 61541
PHONE: ( 309 ) 399-8401
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NW 03 13N 10E
STADEL PIT
2 MI NE HENRY
MARSHALL MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 218
101 SOUTH MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 61541
PHONE: ( 309 ) 399-8401
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SE 03 30N 01
W
MC QUILKIN PIT






WALNUT SAND & GRAVEL
1102 W PUTNAM
PRINCETON, IL 61356
( 815 ) 872-9911
26
NE 13 13N 09E
SENDELBACH PIT
















EAST SIDE SAND CO.
520 W. PINE ST.
MASON CITY, IL 62664
26
SE 29 21 N 05W
















620 E. ELM ST.
MASON CITY, IL 62664
( 217 ) 482-3^33
26
NW 34 21N 06W
3.5 MI NW MASON CITY
MASON NELSON SAND CO.
620 E. ELM ST.
MASON CITY, IL 62664
PHONE: ( 217 ) 482-3433
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SE 31 12N 05W






620 E. ELM ST.
MASON CITY, IL 62664
26
NE 31 12N 05W








NW 32 14S 03E








E2 32 15S 04E
HINNER'S PIT



























JOHNSON COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
VIENNA, IL 62995
26
NE 29 14S 05E
RUE DIENCH PIT










SE 20 15S 06E
BIGLEY PIT















METROPOLIS READY MIX CONCRETE
100 MARKET ST.
METROPOLIS, IL 62960






NUTTY, OTIS SAND PIT
GRANTSBURG, IL 62943
26
N2 16 14S 04E






SIMONDS, E. T. CONSTRCTN. CO.
26
SW 18 14S 05E
BREMER PIT





WALTERS, C. GRAVEL PIT
26
SW 08 14S 05E





MENARD COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
PETERSBURG, IL 62675
26
SE 25 19N 05W
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MERCER COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
ALEDO, IL 61231
26
NW 08 14N 04W
OLSON PROP.






ILLINOIS VALLEY ASPHALT CO,
P BOX 333
BLUFFS, IL 62621
( 217 ) 389-2848
26
NW 09 16N 12W
























SE 25 16N 13W
MUELLER PIT






DIV. OF BAECO, INC.
P. 0. BOX 236
STILLMAN VALLEY, IL 61084
( 815 ) 938-2100
26
SE 16 25N 08E
MCGRATH PIT







DIV. OF BAECO, INC.
P BOX 236
STILLMAN VALLEY, IL 61084
( 815 ) 234-8044
26








MC KNIGHT SAND & GRAVEL
R R 1
MONROE CENTER, IL 61052
26
NW 08 42N 01E
MC KNIGHT PROP







NW OH HON 02E
RAINWATER PIT










SW 2H 25N 08E
SHEELY PIT











12 1 1N 06E
CHIPMAN PIT






3330 W. FARMINGTON RD.
PEORIA, IL 61604
26
NE 21 07N 07E
MAPLETON PIT









NW 32 10N 07E
THEODORE SCHAER PIT






GALENA ROAD GRAVEL INC.
PO BOX A 88A
CHILLICOTHE, IL 61523
26








GRANGE HALL SAND & GRAVEL
26
SW 29 10N 07E
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JOOS, R. E. EXCAVATING CO,
1323 N RABER
PEORIA, IL 61604
( 319 ) 752-6388
26
SW 25 09N 07E
JOOS PIT





KICKAPOO SAND & GRAVEL CO.
4307 N. NELSON DR.
PEORIA, IL 61614
( 309 ) 676-6214
26
SE 30 10N 07E
GILLES PROPERTY





MC CLINTOCK SAND & GRAVEL
26
SE 10 09N 05E



















NW 35 09N 07E










SE 09 1 1N 09E
RIVERSIDE MAT. PIT







STEVER SAND & GRAVEL
2423 W. FARMINGTON RD.
PEORIA, IL 61604
26










SW 01 1 1N 06E







( 309 ) 274-2114
26
N2 05 09N 06E


















NE 01 18N 06E
NEAL LENTZ PIT








NW 28 06S 03W
HONEY CREEK GRVL BAR





















NW 06 06S 05W
HORTON CREEK NO. 2






720 E WASHINGTON STREET
PITTSFIELD, IL 62363
26
SW 02 06S 03W
FRED POOR FARM






720 E WASHINGTON STREET
PITTSFIELD, IL 62363
26
NW 28 06S 05W
AMBROSIA CREEK








SE 06 05S 05W
KISER CREEK








SE 01 06S 06W
HORTON CREEK






CURTIS, C. W. SAND AND GRAVEL








ILLINOIS VALLEY ASPHALT CO.
P BOX 333
BLUFFS, IL 62621
( 217 ) 389-2848
26
NW 13 OUS 02W
MILTON PIT










SW 22 07S 03W
SOUTH BRANCH PIT






SUB. OF MOLINE CONSUMERS
P BOX 9
LA GRANGE, MO 63448
( 314 ) 655-4302
26
NE 20 04S 06W
BARRY PIT NO.










NE 20 045 06W
BARRY PIT #8










NW 10 05S 02W
FLORENCE #6










NE 19 04S 06W
QUARRY #20










SW 15 04S 06W
PLANT #24 FESLER FRM





PIKE COUNTY SAND & GRAVEL
PITTSFIELD, IL 62363
26
SW 23 05S 02W
J SWARTZ PROP






PLEASANT VALE ROAD DISTRICT
R R 1
NEW CANTON, IL 62356
26
NW 08 06S 05W
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DUTCH CREEK PIT J. SMITH







PLEASANT HILL, IL 62366
26
NE 06 07S OlW
SIX MILE CREEK PIT







PLEASANT HILL, IL 62366
26
NE 35 06S 0HW








PLEASANT HILL, IL 62366
26
NE 07 07S 01W
SIX MILE CREEK







PLEASANT HILL, IL 62366
26
NE 07 07S 04W
COLD RUN CREEK PIT









SW 08 07S 0*»W
SIX MILE CREEK









NE 07 06S 03W









SW 08 06S 03W
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NW 27 05S 03W








NW 28 06S 03W
HONEY CRK GRAVEL BAR








NE 29 1US 06E
MEDEKER PIT








NE 03 15S 01E
MIZE PIT



















MOUND CITY SAND CO.









PULASKI COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
COUNTY SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
P BOX 97
VILLA RIDGE, IL 62996
26
NW 01 15S 02E
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ANDERSON PIT






PULASKI COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
COUNTY SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
P BOX 97
VILLA RIDGE, IL 62996
26
SE 05 15S 01E
SCHNWARE PIT





PULASKI COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
COUNTY SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
P BOX 97
VILLA RIDGE, IL 62996
26
NE 36 15S 01W
G. ENDICOT PIT





PULASKI COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
COUNTY SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
P BOX 97
VILLA RIDGE, IL 62996
26
SE 09 15S 01W
HUDDLESTON PIT






PULASKI COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
COUNTY SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
P BOX 97
VILLA RIDGE, IL 62996
26
SW 07 15S 01
W
HESTER PIT





PULASKI COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
COUNTY SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
P BOX 97
VILLA RIDGE, IL 62996
26
NW OH 15S 01E
EDMONDS PIT






PULASKI COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
COUNTY SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
P BOX 97
VILLA RIDGE, IL 62996
26
C 01 15S 02E
J. D. ANDERSON PIT










NW 26 33N 01W
BONUCCI PIT






LA SALLE COUNTY PORTABLE, INC,














NW 01 32N 02W
LYLE MARINE P









SW 32 33N 01W
OSSOLA PIT









NW 15 32N 02W
NEWBAUM PIT








( 815 ) 646-4111
26
NW 21 14N 10E
CROWDER PIT







WALNUT SAND & GRAVEL
1102 W PUTNAM ST.
PRINCETON, IL 61356
26
SE 17 31 N 01
W
CONOVI PIT




















NW 28 33N 01W
CHIDO GRAVEL PIT








SE 10 06S 08W
HEPP SAND PIT
1.5 MI NW ROOTS
RANDOLPH SOUTHERN ILLINOIS SAND CO.
1200 SWANWICK ST.
BUENA VISTA BANK BLDG.
CHESTER ,IL 62233
PHONE: ( 618 ) 826-2015
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: 30 07S 06W
RIVER SAND
2 MI SE CHESTER
ROCK ISLAND GENERAL SAND & GRAVEL CO,
313 16TH ST.
MOLINE, IL 61265
PHONE: ( 309 ) 762-5541
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: N2 16 17N 02W
#4 DREDGE
1 MI NW MILAN





GENERAL SAND & GRAVEL CO.
313 16TH ST.
MOLINE, IL 61265
( 309 ) 762-5541
26










( 309 ) 762-55141
26
SW 34 21 N 02E
CORDOVA PIT









S2 34 01S 07W
FREEBURG PIT
2.5 MI E FREEBURG
















800 N. FRONT ST.









METRO EAST SAND & SUPPLY
26
NW 14 02N 09W
TOJO PIT
E EDGE EAST ST. LOUIS















EAST CARDONDELET, IL 62240
26
01 N 10W






N. WALNUT ST. RD.
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62707
26
SE 05 16N 05W







BUCKHART SAND & GRAVEL
MECHANICSBURG, IL 62545
( 217 ) 525-1752
26
NW 16 15N 03W




















NW 35 17N 05W










NE 15 16N 04W
RIVERTON BORR. PIT
SE EDGE RIVERTON












LOCATION: NE 01 16N 05W
POROUS GRAN E MBANK
.5 MI S RIVERTON










SE 05 15N 02W
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MENGEL PIT
4.5 MI SE MECHNICSBG




PHONE: ( 217 ) 637-7189
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NW 01 15N 04W
SANGAMON DREDGE
E SPRINGFIELD




PHONE: ( 217 ) 529-4605
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SW 36 16N 04W
SPRINGFIELD PIT

















COAL CREEK SAND & GRAVEL
R R 3
RUSHVILLE, IL 62681
( 217 ) 322-4748
26
SE 22 01N 01W
PLEASANT VIEW PIT








NW 28 01N 01W
DONALDSON PIT









SE 30 01N 01W
OLD JOHN SMITH PIT





SCHUYLER SAND & GRAVEL
26
SE 05 01S 01W
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SW 30 01N 01W
BRINEY PROPERTY







( 217 ) 389-2848
26
SE 31 01N 01W
BLEND SAND









SE 21 14N 13W
SMITH FARM PIT









SW 20 15N 13W





ILLINOIS VALLEY PAVING CO.
P BOX 333
BLUFFS, IL 62621
( 217 ) 389-2848
26
NE 23 15N 13W





ILLINOIS VALLEY PAVING CO,
P BOX 333
BLUFFS, IL 62621
( 217 ) 754-3396
26
SE 21 14N 13W
4 MI E FLORENCE
SCOTT ILLINOIS VALLEY PAVING CO,
P BOX 333
BLUFFS, IL 62621
PHONE: ( 217 ) 389-2848
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NE 03 14N 1 3W
WHITLER PIT






ILLINOIS VALLEY PAVING CO.
P BOX 333
BLUFFS, IL 62621
( 217 ) 389-2848
26











SW 27 1MN 13W





LITTLE SANDY CREEK GRAVEL PIT
26
NE 26 13N 13W








NW 32 13N 12W
LITTLE SANDY CREEK








NW 23 13N 13W







NE 27 14N 13W







W2 25 14N 1*JW
ILL RIVER BAR
E EDGE FLORENCE







LOCATION: NW 27 1^N 13W
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NE 35 11N 03E
HANFLAND PIT
















SHELBY SAND & GRAVEL
SUB. CENTRAL IL STONE CO., INC.
SHELBYVILLE, IL 62565
( 217 ) 563-2213
26
SE 26 11N 03E
3.75 MI SW SHELBYVIL
STARK CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS
TREMONT, IL 61568
PHONE: ( 309 ) 925-2721
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SW 32 13N 07E
CASTLETON PIT







NE 03 12N 06E
1 MI W WYOMING







SW 03 26N 08E
GEISER PIT
2 MI NE FREEPORT







N2 14 27N 05E
KENT GRAVEL PIT






LOCATION: SE 16 28N 06E
SHIPPE PIT

















NW 15 27N 05E
BLEND SAND
2 MI. NW KENT







SE 16 28N 06E
V. H. STICH





CLOUSE SAND & GRAVEL CO.
R R 2
TREMONT, IL 61568







CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS
121 W PARK STREET
TREMONT, IL 61568
( 309 ) 925-2721
26
SW 11 24N 05W
ADWELL PIT






CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS
121 W PARK STREET
TREMONT, IL 61568
( 309 ) 925-2721
26
SW 34 24N 03W
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BOLLIGER PIT
4 MI N HOPEDALE
TAZEWELL CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS
121 W PARK STREET
TREMONT, IL 61568
PHONE: ( 309 ) 925-2721
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SW 18 23N 04W
FRANKS PIT
2 MI E GREEN VALLEY
TAZEWELL CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS
TREMONT, IL 61568
PHONE: ( 309 ) 925-2721
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SW 14 24N 06W
HEILMAN PIT
5 MI SW PEKIN
TAZEWELL CULLINAN, R. A. 4 SONS
TREMONT, IL 61568
PHONE: ( 309 ) 925-2721
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NE 05 24N 02W
STAKERS PIT





CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS
121 W PARK STREET
TREMONT, IL 61568
( 309 ) 925-2721
26
SW 26 24N 06W
TALBOTT PIT





CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS
121 W PARK STREET
TREMONT, IL 61568
( 309 ) 925-2721
26








CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS
121 W PARK STREET
TREMONT, IL 61568
( 309 ) 925-2721
26
SW 35 25N 02W
HAYES PIT
4.5 MI S DEER CREEK
TAZEWELL CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS
121 W PARK STREET
TREMONT, IL 61568
PHONE: ( 309 ) 925-2721
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NW 09 23N 03W
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C. FRANK PT
3.5 MI NW HOPEDALE
TAZEWELL CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS
121 W PARK STREET
TREMONT, IL 61568
PHONE: ( 309 ) 925-2721
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SW 17 23N 04W
CRABB PIT
H MI NE GREEN VALLEY
TAZEWELL CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS
121 W PARK STREET
TREMONT, IL 61568
PHONE: ( 309 ) 925-2721
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NE 34 24N 03W
LEE PIT
5 MI N HOPEDALE
TAZEWELL CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS
121 W PARK STREET
TREMONT, IL 61568
PHONE: ( 309 ) 925-2721
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NW 20 23N 03W
MC MULLEN PIT





CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS
121 W PARK STREET
TREMONT, IL 61568
( 309- ) 3^6-8552
26
SE 22 24N 03W
MACKINAW PLANT
2 MI W MACKINAW
TAZEWELL CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC,
121 W PARK STREET
TREMONT, IL 61568
PHONE: ( 309 ) 925-2721
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SE 14 24 N 06W
HURLEY PIT





CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC,
121 W PARK STREET
TREMONT, IL 61568
( 309 ) 925-2721
26
NW 36 25N 02W
PERCY RAGAR PIT






FARMDALE SAND & GRAVEL CO.
R R 5









SW OH 21 N 02W









N2 16 24N 04W








NE 16 23N 03W
MORRIS PIT








NE 35 26N OHW






PEORIA CONCRETE CONST. CO.
1515 N. BROADWAY ST.
1515 N. BROADWAY ST.
PEORIA, IL 61606
( 309 ) 566-8361
26
SE 35 26N 04W





POWLEY, C. A. SAND & GRAVEL CO
3536 E. WASHINGTON ST.
EAST PEORIA, IL 61611
26
SE 25 26N 04W









SE 29 12S 02W
DUG HILL PIT










NW 23 12S 02W
BITTLE GRAVEL PLANT







NW 3^ 12S 03W





A-J-L SAND & GRAVEL
26










NW 30 21N 11W
LONNAS





















NW 02 22N 12W
BUSH PIT






























SE 15 19N 11W





ALBION SAND & GRAVEL
BOX 136
240 S. FIRST ST.
ALBION, IL 62806
26
E2 32 02S 13W
AULVIN DREDGE








MT. CARMEL, IL 62863
( 618 ) 262-7594
26
SW 27 01N 12W








MT. CARMEL, IL 62863
( 618 ) 262-7594
26
SE 32 02N 11W .
NORTH PIT





AULVIN, GEO. SAND & GRAVEL
ALBION, IL 62806
26





AULVIN, GEO., SAND & GRAVEL
ALBION, IL 62806
26
S2 07 02S 13W
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( 618 ) 382-2847
26
SW 30 02S 13W
#11 PIT





MT. CARMEL SAND & GRAVEL
P BOX 209
MT. CARMEL, IL 62863
( 618 ) 262-5118
26







MT. CARMEL SAND & GRAVEL
P BOX 209
MT. CARMEL, IL 62863
( 618 ) 262-5118
26
NW 04 01 S 12W
DUNKEL PIT










SE 08 15N 12W
WHEATLEY PROP





MT. CARMEL SAND & GRAVEL
P BOX 209
MT. CARMEL, IL 62863
26
SW 29 02S 09E









SE 22 05S 14W
PLANT 1










( 618 ) 382-2847
26
NW 36 05S 10E
MAUNIE DREDGE









( 618 ) 382-2847
26
SE 22 05S 14W
PLANT #1





AULVIN, GEO., SAND & GRAVEL
ALBION, IL 62806
26
NW 04 04S 14W





CARMI SAND & GRAVEL CO.
PHILLIPSTOWN, IL 62827
26
NE 07 05S 11E





CARMI SAND & GRAVEL CO.
PHILLIPSTOWN, IL 62827
26
NE 25 05S 10E








EASTWOOD SAND & GRAVEL WORKS
P BOX 219
201 SOUTH WATER ST.
GRAYVILLE, IL 62844









MC DONALD SAND & GRAVEL
MAUNIE, IL 62861
26
S2 20 07S 11E






MT. CARMEL SAND & GRAVEL
P BOX 209
MT. CARMEL, IL 62863
26
SE 1H OUS 11W
DIAMOND PLANT
l|.5 MI NE PHILIPSTWN
WHITESIDE COLLINSON SAND & GRAVEL
3115 23RD AVE.
MOLINE, IL 61265
PHONE: ( 309 ) 762-1576
PRODUCT: 26







NELSON SAND & GRAVEL CO.
NELSON, IL 61058
26
SW 29 21N 07E
H. HOFFMAN PIT









SE 30 22N 04E
J. DYKSTRA PIT






1811 WEST FOURTH ST.
STERLING, IL 61081
26
SW 25 21N 06E









NE 17 21N 07E
STERLING
WHITESIDE ROCK RIVER READY MIX
P BOX 384
DIXON, IL 61021
PHONE: ( 815 ) 288-3134
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NW 31 21 N 07E
V. LAWRENCE










NW 11 20N 06E
BEHRENS PIT






PHONE: ( 815 ) 436-2442
PRODUCT: 26




PHONE: ( 815 ) 436-2442
PRODUCT: 26













( 815 ) 436-2442
26
SW 13 36N 09E
FOUSER PIT









NE 18 32N 09E
.5 MI S BRAIDWOOD
WILL CHICAGO GRAVEL CO.
343 S. DEARBORN ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60604
PHONE: ( 312 ) 436-2531
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SW 35 35N 09E






343 S. DEARBORN ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60604
( 312 ) 436-2531
26
NE 26 35N 09E
MURPHY FARM






343 S. DEARBORN ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60604
( 312 ) 436-2531
26
NE 14 36N 09E
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N2 26 37N 09E







400 WEST 1ST ST.
ELMHURST, IL 60126
26
SW 03 37N 10E
BARBERS CORNERS






400 WEST 1ST ST.
ELMHURST, IL 60126
26
NW 01 36N 09E
PLAINFIELD PIT









NE 21 32N 09E
J MACK FARM









SW 17 32N 09E
BLEND SAND





JOLIET SAND & GRAVEL CO,
7901 5 N HICKORY
CRESTHILL, IL 60435
26
NE 24 35N 09E
ROCKDALE PIT








COAL CITY, IL 60416
26
SW 31 34N 09E








COAL CITY, IL 604165
26








300 WEST WASHINGTON ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60606
26
SE 35 27N 09E
YACKLEY PIT









( 312 ) 658-7811
26
NE 10 34N 09E









( 312 ) 658-7811
26
NE 04 34N 09E
PERONA PIT











SW 23 37N 09E
PATTERSON PIT







SOUTH WILMINGTON, IL 60*174
26
SW 32 32N 09E
Page 96









SW 08 34N 09E
PIT #1








( 312 ) 257-6070
26
SE 25 37N 10E









SE 23 37N 10E














CHERRY VALLEY SAND & GRAVEL
2105 NEW MILFORD SCHOOL ROAD
ROCKFORD, IL 61109
26






CHERRY VALLEY SAND&GRAVEL CORP
2105 NEW MILFORD SCHOOL ROAD
ROCKFORD, IL 61109
26
SW 01 43N 02E
CHERRY VALLEY PIT







400 WEST 1ST ST.
ELMHURST, IL 60126
26
NW 08 46N 02E
ILLINOIS-WISCONSIN









( 815 ) 389-1858
26
NW 29 46N 02E
KELLEY PIT





LARSON BROTHERS SAND & GRAVEL
1622 S. FIFTH ST.
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
26
SW 09 45N 02E
SWANSON ROAD PIT





LARSON BROTHERS SAND & GRAVEL
1622 S. FIFTH ST.
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
26
NE 20 45N 02E






P. 0. BOX 291
ROSCOE, IL 61073
( 815 ) 624-7406
26
SW 04 45N 02E









NW 30 46N 02E
MANLEY PIT




















NW 31 43N 01E
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2 MI. SE MORRISTOWN
WINNEBAGO ROCKFORD BLACKTOP
600 BOYLSTON ST.
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
PHONE: ( 815 ) 965-8671
PRODUCT: 26






LOVES PARK, IL 61111
PHONE: ( 815 ) 877-9566
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SE 28 45N 02E
ANDERSON PIT
.5 MI N HARLEM
WINNEBAGO ROCKFORD BLACKTOP
600 BOYLSTON ST.
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
PHONE: ( 815 ) 877-9566
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: NE 08 45N 02E
NORTH SHORES PIT
2 MI. S ROSCOE
WINNEBAGO ROCKFORD BLACKTOP
600 BOYLSTON ST.
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
PHONE: ( 815 ) 965-8671
PRODUCT: 26









LOVES PARK, IL 61111
26








ROCKFORD SAND & GRAVEL
600 BOYLSTON ST.
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
( 815 ) 965-8671
26
SE 3 1* 27N 10E
WM. HOWARD PIT
1 MI. SE PECATONICA
WINNEBAGO ROCKFORD SAND & GRAVEL
600 BOYLSTON ST.
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
PHONE: ( 815 ) 965-8671
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SE 03 43N 01E
SOUTH MAIN PIT
2 MI. S ROCKFORD
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WINNEBAGO ROCKFORD SAND & GRAVEL
600 BOYLSTON ST.
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
PHONE: ( 815 ) 965-8671
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SE 17 45N 02E
GENERAL DYNAMICS




















NW 17 46N 02E
DURGON QY.










NW 11 27N 04W





CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS
121 W PARK ST.
TREMONT, IL 61568
26
NE 19 25N 01W
ROKEY #1





CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS
121 W PARK ST.
TREMONT, IL 61568
26
89 17 25N 01W
ROKEY #2
2 MI E GOODFIELD
WOODFORD CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS
121 W PARK STREET
TREMONT, IL 61568
PHONE: ( 309 ) 925-2721
PRODUCT: 26









CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS
121 W PARK STREET
TREMONT, IL 61568
( 309 ) 925-2721
26
SW 18 27N 02E
R. PINKHAM FARM





CULLINAN, R.A. & SONS














NE 31 26N 01W
QUAST PIT










NE 03 25N 01E
FOSTER PIT









NE 01 25N 01E









NW 01 25N 01E
SAM WALLER PIT









NE 02 25N 01E
CUSTER PIT


















KELLER, JOHN & SONS
611 E STATE ST
EUREKA, IL 61530
26
SW 30 26N 01
E
SCHROEDER PIT








( 309 ) 467-2321
26
NE 26 26N 01W





MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL
BOX 218
101 SOUTH MAIN







MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL
BOX 128
101 SOUTH MAIN
LA ROSE, IL 61541
( 309 ) 399-8401
26
NW 25 28N 03W
HECK PIT






MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL
BOX 218
101 SOUTH MAIN
LA ROSE, IL 61541
( 309 ) 399-8401
26
NE 33 28N 03W
CAUL PIT
5 MI N GERMANTOWN
WOODFORD MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL
BOX 218
101 SOUTH MAIN
LA ROSE, IL 61541
PHONE: ( 309 ) 399-8401
PRODUCT: 26
LOCATION: SW 23 28N 03W
MITZELFELT PIT










NE 26 26N 01W
LAKEVIEW REAL





PEORIA CONCRETE CONST. CO.
1515 N. BROADWAY ST.
PEORIA, IL 61606
( 309 ) 566-8361
26
SW 23 27N 04W
SPRING BAY PIT





POWLEY, C. A. SAND & GRAVEL CO
3536 E. WASHINGTON ST.
P. 0. BOX 2158
EAST PEORIA, IL 61606
26
S2 11 27N 04W








NW 24 27N 01
W
ARMSTRONG PIT








SW 33 27N 01
E
KUEBLER PIT









SW 34 28N 03W









SE 02 27N 03W
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SHIRER PIT





SPRING BAY ROAD DISTRICT
EUREKA, IL 61530
26
SW 11 27N 04W
EICHORN PIT

















P. 0. BOX 145
URSA, IL 62376
28
NW 25 01 N 09W






DIV. J. M. HUBER CORP.
3150 GARDNER EXPRESSWAY
QUINCY, IL 62301
( 217 ) 224-1100
28
SE 14 02S 09W
PLANT #1






DIV. J. M. HUBER CORP.
3150 GARDNER EXPRESSWAY
QUINCY, IL 62301
( 217 ) 224-1100
28
NE 23 02S 09W
PLANT #2






DIV. J. M. HUBER CORP.
3150 GARDNER EXPRESSWAY
QUINCY, IL 62301
( 217 ) 224-1100
28
NE 23 02S 09W







DIV. J. M. HUBER CORP.
3150 GARDNER EXPRESSWAY
QUINCY, IL 62301
( 217 ) 224-1100
28
SE 23 02S 09W
MENKE QUARRY






SUB. OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.
QUINCY, IL 62301
28








SUB. OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP,
QUINCY, IL 62301
28
NE 23 02S 09W






SUB. OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP,
QUINCY, IL 62301
28









SUB. OF MOLINE CONSUMERS CO,
P. 0. BOX 9
LA GRANGE, MO 63448
( 311 ) 655-4302
28








SUB. OF MOLINE CONSUMERS CO,
P. 0. BOX 9
LA GRANGE, MO 63448
( 314 ) 655-4302
28
NW 21 03S 06W
PLANT #12





WESTERN ILLINOIS STONE CO
SUB. OF CONSUMERS CO.
PO BOX 9
LA GRANGE, MO 63448
( 314 ) 655-4302
28
SW 23 02N 09W
ADWELL PROP NO. 11






WESTERN ILLINOIS STONE CO
SUB. OF MOLINE CONSUMERS CO,
PO BOX 9
LA GRANGE, MO 63448
( 314 ) 655-4302
28
SE 26 02N 09W
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WESTERN ILLINOIS STONE CO.
SUB. OF MOLINE CONSUMERS CO,
P.O. BOX 9
LA GRANGE, IL 60525
( 314 ) 655-4302
28
SW 01 02S 08W
# 8 MEYERS QY.






WESTERN ILLINOIS STONE CO.
SUB. OF MOLINE CONSUMERS CO
PO BOX 9
LA GRANGE, MO 63448
( 314 ) 655-4302
28
NE 33 02N 07W
WEITHOLDER FARM #10





WESTERN ILLINOIS STONE CO.
SUB. OF MOLINE CONSUMERS CO.
PO BOX 9
LA GRANGE, MO 63448
( 314 ) 6554302
28
SW 14 02N 09W
VINSON, GEORGE PROP,






SUB.ROCKFORD BLKTOP CONSTR. CO
600 BOYLSTON ST.
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
( 815 ) 877-9561
28
NW 09 43N 03E
HARDIN QUARRY





KISHWAUKEE SAND & GRAVEL
5610 PIKE RD
PO BOX 2054
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
( 315 ) 543-0356
28
NE 09 43N 03E
KISHWAUKEE QUARRY





LEE, CHARLES & SON
RR 1 , BOX 63
KIRKLAND, IL 60146
( 815 ) 547-7141
28
SE 32 43N 03E
LEE QY.






LOCATION: NE 34 02S 04W
BROWN PEA RIDGE ROCK
PHONE:
PRODUCT: 28
LOCATION: 12 01N 04W
BROWN WESTERN ILLINOIS STONE CO.
SUB. OF MOLINE CONSUMERS CORP
PO BOX 9
LA GRANGE, MO 63448
PHONE: ( 314 ) 655-4302
PRODUCT: 28
LOCATION: NE 13 02S 04W
ROSS PROPERTY
BENVILLE
7 MI NW MT. STERLING
WALLNER PROPERTY







( 618 ) 396-2229
28
SW 22 13S 01
W
OSBORN PROP.







( 618 ) 396-2229
28










NW 35 IIS 02W








SE 09 08S 03W





WEST LAKE STONE & MATERIAL
13570 ST. CHARLES ROCK ROAD
BRIDGETON, MO 6304M
28
SW 06 14S 01W
HERTER QUARRY










SE 18 23N 07E
SWORD PIT










NE 26 23N 06E
LITWILLER QUARRY









NW 17 23N 07E
ELLER QUARRY





HEISLER SAND & GRAVEL
R R 2
MT. CARROLL, IL 61053
28
SE 32 25N 04E





HEISLER SAND & GRAVEL CO.
RR 2
MT. CARROLL, IL 61053
28
NE 31 2HN 06E
JONES QY





HEISLER SAND & GRAVEL CO.
RR 2
MT. CARROLL, IL 61053
28
NW 09 2*4N 05E
HOSTETTER PIT





HEISLER SAND & GRAVEL CO,
RR 2
MT. CARROLL, IL 61053
28
SW 28 2MN 05E











SW 16 23N 06E
LIVINGOOD, QY.









SW 31 25N 06E
POFFENBERGER QY.









NE 33 24N 07E
SHAFER QY.









SW 18 24N 04E
BASHAW QUARRY









SE 16 25N 04E
RANDECKER QUARRY









SW 02 24N 06E
R. GUENZLER









SW 17 25N 05E
J. MICEK









SW 31 25N 06E
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E. HELDT









SW 23 25N 03E
E. HOFFMAN QY.









NE 04 24N 04E
BEN FECKE QY.









SE 25 25N 03E
PLUM RIVER FARMS









( 815 ) 732-2154
28
SE 17 25N 06E
P. STURTZ








( 815 ) 732-2154
28
NE 21 24N 07E
L. RUSSELL QY.





REIN, SCHULTZ & DAHL
6217 NESBITT ROAD
MADISON, WI 53711
( 608 ) 845-6421
28
SW 10 24N 04E
J. TURNBAUGH










SW 16 25N OHE
C. MESSMER QY.









NE 20 23N 04E
A. GRAHARING QY.










SE 32 25N 07E
ARTMAN QY









SW ^n 25N 05E
V. MC KENNA








SAVANNA, IL 61 074
28












NW 28 23N 04E
A. GRAHARING










SW 18 25N QUE













SE 17 11N 01W









NW 29 1 1N 11W









SE 07 1 1N 11W
MONTGOMERY QUARRY










E2 08 09N 14W
SOUTH QUARRY










S2 28 10N 14W
NORTH QUARRY











SE 06 09N 14W
MENGEL PIT









E2 11 04N 05E
IOLA QY.






SHOOTS STONE QUARRY NO. 2
R. R. 1
IUKA, IL 62849
( 618 ) 547-3128
28









( 618 ) 526-7302
28
NE 27 03N 04W
BUEHNE QUARRY






DIV. VAN TARBLE & SONS
PO BOX 280
CHARLESTON, IL 61920
( 217 ) 345-6292
28
SE 32 13N 10E
HUMPHRES QY.







DIV. VAN TARBLE & SONS
PO BOX 280
CHARLESTON, IL 61920
( 217 ) 345-6292
28
NW 32 13N 10E
LANG QY.




















( 312 ) 739-1406
28





















DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP,
300 W WASHINGTON ST
CHICAGO, IL 60606
( 312 ) 372-3600
28








DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP,
300 W WASHINGTON ST
CHICAGO, IL 60606
28








DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP,
300 W WASHINGTON ST
CHICAGO, IL 60606
28
SE 29 39N 14E
ST EARNS QUARRY






DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP,
300 W WASHINGTON ST
CHICAGO, IL 60606
28
SE 02 38N 12E
RIVERSIDE QUARRY








500 W PLAINFIELD ROAD
COUNTRYSIDE, IL 60525
28
SE 10 38N 12E










500 W PLAINFIELD ROAD
COUNTRYSIDE, IL 60525
28










500 W PLAINFIELD ROAD
COUNTRYSIDE, IL 60525
28









SE 30 1 1N 08E
TRILLA QUARRY








NW 30 H2N 03E
AULT QY.









( 217 ) 253-4705
28
NW 06 15N 09E









NW 02 39N 1 1E
ELMHURST QUARRY








SW 20 08N 01
E










SE 21 08N 03E
ST. ELMO PLANT









NW 02 12N 13W








NE 01 11N 13W





















SW 25 12N 13W
SCHULTZ, E PROP.









( 309 ) 762-5541
28
SE 13 05N 06W










( 309 ) 762-5541
28
NE 27 04N 05W
MC DANIEL QY.








EAST SOUTH RIVER ROAD
HAMILTON, IL 623*11
28
NW 31 05N 08W
GRAY QUARRY





O'NEAL, R.L. & SONS
CARTHAGE, IL 62321
28
NE 24 04N 05W
E. MC DANIEL QUARRY










SW 35 04N 07W
MOMAC QUARRY






317 COUNTRY CLUB LANE
HARRISBURG, IL 62946
28
SW 35 12S 07E
SHELTERVILLE #1









SW 01 11S 10E
QUARRY #2

















HASTIE MINING & TRUCKING CO.
CAVE-IN-ROCK, IL 62919
28
SW 34 IIS 09E
CRYSTAL MINE












SE 24 1 1S 09E
MINERVA MINE


















NW 35 IIS 09E



















NE 35 12S 07E
P.R. BROWN









SE 26 12S 07E
WILLIAMS QUARRY
1 MI. N SHELTERVILLE
HENDERSON CESSFORD CONSTRUCTION CO.
SUBS OF MEDUSA AGGREGATE CO.
217 FARMERS & MERCHANTS BK BL
PO BOX 1085
BURLINGTON, IA 52601
PHONE: ( 319 ) 752-6388
PRODUCT: 28
LOCATION: SW 17 10N 04W
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BIGGSVILLE QY
1 MI W BIGGSVILLE
HENDERSON CESSFORD CONSTRUCTION CO.
SUBS OF MEDUSA AGGREGATE CO.
217 FARMERS & MERCHANTS BK BL
PO BOX 1085
BURLINGTON, IA 52601
PHONE: ( 319 ) 752-6388
PRODUCT: 28
LOCATION: SW 36 08N 07W
DALLAS CITY QY.








NE 11 09N 04W









( 309 ) 762-5541
28







500 W. PLAINFIELD RD.
P. 0. BOX 6
COUNTRYSIDE, IL 60525
28
NW 16 28N 10E










NW 06 08S 04W
CAMPBELL HILL QY.











SW 06 08S 04W
KINKAID #1 QUARRY









NE 14 06N 12W









NE 08 08N 13W
SIEVERS QY.










SW 01 07N 13W
JERSEY QY.











SE 22 29N 02W
TRANEL PIT






11691 E GREENVALE ROAD
STOCKTON, IL 61085
28
SW 14 28N 04E
YUNGBLUTH QUARRY







11691 E GREENVALE ROAD
STOCKTON, IL 61085
28
NW 28 29N 05E
WILSON QUARRY








SE 25 29N 01W
3.5 MI N GALENA
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MILES, ED







NW 21 26N 04E
L. GOODMILLER
.5 MI NW PLEASANT VY







NW 20 27N 04E
MILLERSHANE QUARRY
2.5 MI SW STOCKTON







NW 17 28N 05E
FERNSTEDOLT QUARRY
2.5 MI SW NORA







SW 24 27N 04
E
BELK QUARRY
2 MI S STOCKTON







NE 27 28N 04E
ANDERSON QUARRY









NW 27 29N 04E
RUSSELL QUARRY
MI SW WARREN








NE 34 29N 02W
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MC CARTHY QUARRY
2 MI E E.DUBUQUE







NE OH 28N 01W
LEIFKER QUARRY
U MI NW GALENA







SE 15 27N 03E
BRUDI QUARRY
SW WOODBINE








SW 33 28N 04E
H TOWNSEND
2 MI NW STOCKTON







NE 27 26N 03E
RANDECKER QUARRY
2 MI SW MASSBACH







NE 07 28N 03E
W. HAMMER
2.5 MI N SCHAPVILLE





SW 10 27N 01E
1/2 MI N RICE
JO DAVIESS VARIOUS PRODUCERS
PHONE:
PRODUCT: 28
LOCATION: SE 24 29N 03E
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COX QUARRY







NW 04 26N 03E
BANWORTH QUARRY
3 MI N DERINDA CNTER





NW 15 28N 01E
4 MI NE GALENA





NW 34 29N 02W
MC CARTHY
2 MI SE E.DUBUQUE





SE 18 28N 05E
P. MARK









( 815 ) 777-2487
28
SW 28 26N 02E
SHELLEY, H. QY.
3 MI S HANOVER







( 815 ) 777-2487
28
NE 28 26N 03E
KLOCFC





WIENEN, E. G. & SONS
308 SOUTH ST.
GALENA, IL 61036
( 815 ) 777-2487
28
NE 02 28N 02E
A. DISTLER
1.5 MI S SCALE MOUND
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( 815 ) 777-2487
PRODUCT: 28
LOCATION: NE 13 28N 01E
JO DAVIESS WIENEN, E. G. & SONS
308 SOUTH STREET
GALENA, IL 61036
PHONE ( 815 ) 777-2487
PRODUCT: 28
LOCATION: NW 06 26N 02E
JO DAVIESS WIENEN, E. G. & SONS
308 SOUTH STREET
GALENA, IL 61036
PHONE: ( 815 ) 777-2487
PRODUCT: 28
LOCATION: NE 28 28N 03E
JO DAVIESS WIENEN, E. G. & SONS
308 SOUTH STREET
GALENA, IL 61036
PHONE: ( 815 ) 777-2487
PRODUCT: 28
LOCATION: NE 16 28N 02E
JO DAVIESS WIENEN, E. G. & SONS
308 SOUTH ST.
GALENA, IL 61036
PHONE: ( 815 ) 777-2487
PRODUCT: 28
LOCATION: SE 30 29N 02E





( 815 ) 777-2487
PRODUCT: 28
LOCATION: SW 28 26N 02E





( 815 ) 777-2487
PRODUCT: 28
LOCATION: SW 33 28N 02E
BRANNIGAN #4
4 MI E GALENA
BERTSCH QUARRY
1.5 MI NW HANOVER
SCHULTZ QUARRY
1 MI E SCHAPVILLE
BAHR QUARRY
7 MI E GALENA
STENSTRA QUARRY
.5 MI N COUNCIL HILL
2.5 MI S HANOVER
3 MI S GILFORD
JO DAVIESS WIENEN, E. G. & SONS
308 SOUTH ST.
GALENA, IL 61036
PHONE: ( 815 ) 777-2487
PRODUCT: 28




3.5 MI NW HANOVAER






( 815 ) 777-2487
28
NW 23 27N 02E
EUSTICE QUARRY
1 MI W ELIZABETH






( 815 ) 777-2487
28
NW 28 29N 01W
1 MI E MENOMINEE







( 815 ) 777-2487
28
NE 35 27N 03E
J. BLAKELY QUARRY
3 MI S WOODBINE
JO DAVIESS WIENEN, E. G. & SONS
308 SOUTH ST.
GALENA, IL 61036
PHONE: ( 815 ) 777-2487
PRODUCT: 28
LOCATION: NE 15 28N 01
EHLER
1 MI NE GALENA






( 815 ) 777-2487
28
SE 30 26N 05E
DIXON QUARRY





WIENEN, E.G. & SONS
308 SOUTH ST.
GALENA, IL 61036
( 815 ) 777-2487
28
SE 06 27N 04E
BAUER QUARRY
2.5 MI NE WOODBINE
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JO DAVIESS WIENEN, E.G. & SONS
308 SOUTH ST.
GALENA, IL 61036
PHONE: ( 815 ) 777-2487
PRODUCT: 28
LOCATION: NE 11 27N 01
E





( 815 ) 777-2487
PRODUCT: 28
LOCATION: SE 25 27N 04E
JO DAVIESS WIENEN, E.G. & SONS
308 SOUTH ST.
GALENA, IL 61036
PHONE ( 815 ) 777-2487
PRODUCT: 28
LOCATION: NE 11 28N 01E
JO DAVIESS WIENEN, E.G. & SONS
308 SOUTH ST.
GALENA, IL 61036
PHONE ( 815 ) 777-2487
PRODUCT: 28
LOCATION: SE 36 28N 02E
JO DAVIESS WIENEN, E.G. & SONS
308 SOUTH STREET
GALENA, IL 61036
PHONE ( 815 ) 777-2487
PRODUCT: 28
LOCATION: SW 19 29N 01W
JO DAVIESS WIENEN, E.G. & SONS
308 SOUTH STREET
GALENA, IL 61036
PHONE: ( 315 ) 777-2487
PRODUCT: 28
LOCATION: SE 33 29N 04E
JO DAVIESS WIENEN, E.G. & SONS
308 SOUTH STREET
GALENA, IL 61036
PHONE: ( 815 ) 777-2487
PRODUCT: 28
LOCATION: SW 24 28N 01W
BOYD QUARRY
5 MI SE GALENA
4 MI S STOCKTON
NE GALENA
BROWN QUARRY
1.5 MI SW SCHAPVILLE
WUBBEN QUARRY
.5 MI N MENOMINEE
3 MI SW WARREN
E. VIRTUE
S. GALENA
JO DAVIESS WIENEN, E.G. & SONS
308 SOUTH STREET
GALENA, IL 61036
PHONE: ( 815 ) 777-2187
PRODUCT: 28
LOCATION: SE OH 27N 01
E
E. WIENEN QUARRY










SW 05 US 02E
WHITE HALL QY









NE 15 12S 02E









NW 11 12S 02E
ROMONA QY.





CONCO WESTERN STONE CO.
111 N. SPAULDING ST
SPRING VALLEY, IL 61362
28








SOUTH ELGIN, IL 60177
28
SE 03 40N 08E







P. 0. BOX 56
ALGONQUIN, IL 60102
28
SE 26 38N 06E
PODSCHWIT PIT






VAN ACKER SAND & GRAVEL
40 W. 628 COMPTON HILLS ROAD
ST. CHARLES, IL 60174
28
SE 03 40N 08E
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NE 33 32N 12E











NW 07 30N 14W
LEHIGH QUARRY











NE 11 31N 14E
LEHIGH STONE










SW 20 32N 12E
LEHIGH STONE


















RR 2 - QUARRY ROAD
MORRIS, IL 60450
( 815 ) 736-6341
28
SW 28 35N 07E











S2 29 35N 07E
AVERY BROTHERS









SW 19 09N 01
E









NW 18 35N 05E
TROUP QY.









NE 35 35N 01







SPRING VALLEY, IL 61363
28
S2 17 33N 02E








FRANKLIN GROVE, IL 61031
28
NW 09 20N 1 1E
INLET QUARRY







FRANKLIN GROVE, IL 61031
28










FRANKLIN GROVE, IL 61031
28
NW 27 22N 09E
MEDUSA QUARRY









NW 2H 21N 08E
ATKINSON PIT









NW 33 22N 08E
B. PROPHETER QY,

















NELSON SAND & GRAVEL CO,
NELSON, IL 61058
28
SE 30 22N 08E
D.BENNETT PROPERTY









SE 02 21N 08E
W. LAW









NW 20 22N 1 1E
W. SEITZ






















SW 01 21N 08E
R. MC GINNIS









NW 23 22N 11E
G. KRIES









NE 28 21N 09E
RUSSELL QUARRY








( 815 ) 288-4772
28
SW 16 20N 10E
TED LEIDER PROPERTY
















ARNOLD, H CONSTRUCTION CO,
106 S. FIRST ST.
FAIRBURY, IL 61739
28
SW 19 27N 06E
BRESSNER QUARRY
4 MI NW FAIRBURY
LIVINGSTON ARNOLD, H. CONSTRUCTION CO,
BOX mo
106 S. FIRST ST.
FARBURY, IL 61739
PHONE: ( 815 ) 692-2361
PRODUCT: 28
LOCATION: SE 15 27N 05E
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3 MI. E OCOYA
LIVINGSTON ARNOLD, H. CONSTRUCTION CO.
PO BOX 1H0






SE 15 27N 05E








( 815 ) 9^5-2160
28
NE 30 27N 05E









NE 22 27N 05E
MC DOWEL L QY.







NE 01 28N 04E








NE 30 27N 05E








500 WEST PLAINFIELD ROAD
COUNTRYSIDE, IL 60525
28
NW 22 27N 05E
WESTON QY.











S2 09 28N 05E
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500 WEST PLAINFIELD ROAD
COUNTRYSIDE, IL 61525
28
SE 10 28N 05E
RAUBE QUARRY











SW 05 26N 06E
FEHR, R PROP.









NW 30 27N 05E








300 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60606
28
SE 06 19N 03W
350,000 TPY










( 309 ) 762-5541
28
SE 10 05N 04W
MC DANIEL QY.









SW 10 05N 04W
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NW 31 44N 05E
3.5 MI W MARENGO
MADISON LOHR, C. M. INC.
P BOX 187
GODFREY, IL 62035
PHONE: ( 618 ) 866-0352
PRODUCT: 28
LOCATION: NE 04 06N 10W
LOHR QUARRY













































NE 25 03N 03E
SHUFELDT PROPERTY









( 618 ) 815-3521
28
NW 03 11S 03E
MERMET QY.









NW 19 18N 05W
ATHENS QUARRY









SW 18 18N 05W
YARD #17







300 WEST WASHINGTON ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60606
28
SW 18 18N 05W
YARD 17









SE 04 14N 02W









NE 03 14N 02W








SE 34 15N 02W
INDEPENDENT MATERIAL









( 618 ) 8H5-3521
28
SW 03 03S 11W
QUARRY #3





QUALITY STONE CO. INC,
306 N MARKET
NEW ATHENS, IL 62261
28
NE 08 03S 09W
QUALITY STONE #2
3 MI E WATERLOO




PHONE: ( 217 ) 563-2213
PRODUCT: 28
LOCATION: NW 10 10N 02W








NE 02 08N 05W








NW 16 12N 02E
E MC KNIGHT




300 W. WASHINGTON ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60606
28
SE 01 10N 02W
HULCHER - YARD #15








NE 03 10N 02W
NOKOMIS QUARRY










SE 03 10N 02W
MONTGOMERY #2







FRANKLIN GROVE, IL 61031
28
SE 04 22N 10E
SANNER PIT







FRANKLIN GROVE, IL 61031
28
NW 23 24N 10E
BENISH PROP.







DIV. OF BAECO INC.
P BOX 472
BYRON, IL 61010
( 815 ) 234-8044
28
SE 04 25N 10E
W. JONES PIT






DIV. OF BAECO INC.
P BOX 472
BYRON, IL 61010
( 815 ) 234-8044
28
SE 30 25N 1 1E
ASCHELFORD PI






DIV. OF BAECO INC.
P BOX 472
BYRON, IL 61010
( 815 ) 234-8044
28
NE 27 25N 1 1E
YOUNG PIT









SE 21 24N 09E
OREGON CONSTR. QUARRY










NE 23 25N 09E
FREEZE PROPERTY









NW 05 24N 1 1E
SKELLY, A. QY.





















SE 36 24N 08E
SCHNULLE, ED QY.









SE 02 24N 08E
SEIFKEN QY.









SE 12 25N 09E
HOOVER, A. QY.








( 815 ) 938-2136
28
SW 29 25N 08E
KUTZ, C. J.









( 815 ) 938-2136
28











( 815 ) 938-2136
28
SE 12 25N 08E
COFFMAN, F. Q









NE 16 42N 02E
RICHMOND, J. QY.



















NW 19 25N 1 1E
WICKWIRE QY.








NE 15 42N 02E
EBENS QY.








SW 11 24N 1 1E
JOHNSON QY.








NW 20 40N 02E
MACKLIN QY.










NW 05 40N 01E
PRINDLE QY.








NW 16 42N 02E
E. MCKNIGHT





MOUNT MORRIS STONE CO.
12 ORCHARD LANE
MT. MORRIS, IL 61054
28
NE 11 24N 10E
MEYERS QUARRY






MOUNT MORRIS STONE CO.
12 ORCHARD LANE
MT. MORRIS, IL 61054
28
SW 29 24N 09E





MOUNT MORRIS STONE CO.
12 ORCHARD LANE
MT MORRIS, IL 61054
28







MOUNT MORRIS STONE CO.
12 ORCHARD LANE
MT. MORRIS, IL 61054
28
SE 18 23N 08E
S. GILBERT





OGLE COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
28
NE 32 24N 10E
ST. CLAIR










NE 14 23N 1 1E
SCHOONHOVEN QUARRY









SW 07 23N 08E
F. GRAEHLING






P C BOX 295
OREGON, IL 61061
28
NE 02 23N 10E
W. SEITZ QUARRY





PINE CREEK ROCK CO.
501 S FRANKLIN
POLO, IL 61061
( 815 ) 9^6-3324
28
NW 16 23N 09E
SHEELY QUARRIES









SW 16 23N 09E
SHEELY QUARRY





ROCHELLE STONE & ASPHALT CO,














NW 33 25N 09E
BORNEMAN QUARRY








SE 12 24N 09E
S. HORST







NW 04 40N 02E
RAINWATER PIT







PO BOX 211 -A
FORRESTON, IL 61030
28
SE 19 25N 09E








PO BOX 211 -A
FORRESTON, IL 61030
28
NW 16 23N 09E
PINES PIT







NW 06 25N 09E
MEYERS PROP.







SW 06 2HN 08E
SWALVE QUARRY









NE 08 11N 07E










SW 04 1 1N 07E







720 E WASHINGTON ST.
PITTSFIELD, IL 62363
28
NW 20 04 S 02W
VALLEY CITY QUARRY






720 E WASHINGTON ST.
PITTSFIELD, IL 62363
28
SE 29 06S 03W
INDEPENDENCE NO. 2





CALLENDER, V.H. CONSTRUCTION CO
720 E WASHINGTON STREET
PITTSFIELD, IL 62363
28
NE 26 05S 02W
J. SWARTZ





CALLENDER, V.H. CONSTRUCTION CO
720 E WASHINGTON STREET
PITTSFIELD, IL 62363
28
SW 01 06S 02W





CALLENDER, V.H. CONSTRUCTION CO
720 E WASHINGTON STREET
PITTSFIELD, IL 62363
28
NW 12 06S 02W
MONTEZUMA QUARRY






CALLENDER, V.H. CONSTRUCTION CO
720 E WASHINGTON STREET
PITTSFIELD, IL 62363
28
SW 02 06S 05W
FRED POOR FARM







720 E WASHINGTON STREET
PITTSFIELD, IL 62363
28










SE 07 07S 02W
HARMAN FARM QY.










SE 06 Ons 05W
HADLEY QUARRY









SW 15 04S 06W
PLANT #24-FESLER FRM









NW 10 05S 02W
FLORENCE QUARRY #6









NE 19 04S 06W
QUARRY #20





WESTERN ILLINOIS STONE CO.
PO BOX 9
LA GRANGE, MO 63448
28
NW 05 05S 05W









( 618 ) 845-3521
28
SE 111 11IS 01W
ULLIN QY. #8






P. 0. BOX 128
CHESTER, IL 62233
( 618 ) 826-3510
28
SW 10 07S 07W
CHESTER QY.








( 618 ) 815-3521
28
N2 17 05S 09W
SOLVAY QY.








ELLIS GROVE, IL 62241
( 618 ) 214-3445
28
NE 09 06S 08W
SIDNEY COHEN PROP,







PRIARIE DU ROCHER, IL 62277
( 618 ) 284-3330
28
NE 16 05S 09W
STOLTZ QUARRY






SUB. MOLINE CONSUMERS CO,
313 SIXTEENTH ST.
MOLINE, IL 61265
( 309 ) 762-5541
28










( 309 ) 762-1576
28
NW 25 17N 02W
MILAN QY.










SW 16 18N 02E
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1.5 MI N OSBORN








( 309 ) 762-5541
28








4309 290TH ST. N
HILLSDALE, IL 61257
28
NE 20 18N 02E
1 MI N OSBORN
ST CLAIR QUALITY STONE CO., INC,
306 N. MARKET ST.
NEW ATHENS, IL 62264
PHONE: ( 618 ) 939-8833
PRODUCT: 28
LOCATION: SE 29 02S 08W






STOLLE ROAD, RR 1
DUPO, IL 62239
28
NW 13 01N 10W
1 MI NE DUPO
ST. CLAIR COLUMBIA QUARRY CO.
BOX 128
COLUMBIA, IL 62236
PHONE: ( 618 ) 845-3521
PRODUCT: 28
LOCATION: NE 10 01 S 10W
QUARRY #1










NE 28 01N 10W
QUARRY #9







SUB. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP,
306 WEST WASHINGTON ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60606
28
SE 14 01N 10W










SE 35 01N 02W







NEW SALEM, IL 62357
28
SW 32 02N 01
E
LELAND JACOBS FARM










SE 22 03N 03W
LICKEY, W FARM QY.











SW 35 02N 04W
DAMON QUARRY #11






720 E WASHINGTON ST.
PITTSFIELD, IL 62363
28
SW 35 13N 13W
THOMAS QUARRY







SW 3^ 15N 13W







S & V STONE QUARRY
R R #2
ALTAMONT, IL 621 1
1
28
SW 25 10N 04E
WINTERS QUARRY








SE 30 26N 06E
HASSELMAN QUARRY









1.5 MI W WINSLOW







SE 18 26N 08E
ELGIN QUARRY
2 MI S FREEPORT







NE 06 28N 08E
MONTE QUARRY
E ORANGEVILLE







SE 04 26N 08E
DWYER QUARRY
1 MI E FREEPORT







SE 35 28N 09E
BUSS QUARRY
5 MI E DAKOTA







SE 28 27N 08E
WEHRENBERG QUARRY
1 MI NE FREEPORT
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NE 02 26N 05E
OFFENHEISER, R QY.
3 MI W PEARL CITY







NW 15 26N 07E
HELMS, QY.
SW FREEPORT




P. 0. BOX 750
FREEPORT, IL 61032
28
SW 22 28N 09E
ZETTLE, D. PROP. PIT
1 MI SE ROCK CITY







NE 33 27N 07E
JOHANSON QUARRY








NE 27 28N 06E
TESSENDORFF QUARRY










N2 14 27N 05E







NE 23 27N 07E
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1/2 MI NW PREEPORT















NW 36 27N 09E
MEYER PIT








( 608 ) 325-6819
28
SE 26 29N 05E
R. CAIN
5 MI W WINSLOW
STEPHENSON REES CONSTRUCTION CO. INC,
2918 ELEVENTH AVE.
MONROE, WI 53566
PHONE: ( 608 ) 325-6819
PRODUCT: 28
LOCATION: SW 10 28N 07E
J. WAGNER QUARRY





REES CONSTRUCTION CO. INC,
2918 ELEVENTH AVE.
MONROE, WI 53566
( 608 ) 325-6819
28
SW 01 28N 07E
MAXWELL QUARRY









NW 01 28N 09E
CLARK QUARRY











SW 17 27N 07E
H. HOMAN









NW 22 28N 06E
STICH QUARRY









NW 21 28N 06E
HELLER QUARRY









NW 26 27N 07E
MILLS QUARRY





REIN, SCHULTZ & DAHL
5960 FALCON ROAD
ROCKFORD, IL 61109
( 815 ) 232-6161
28
NW 36 26N 09E
KRUSE QUARRY









SE 10 27N 05E
DUTH QUARRY







P. 0. BOX 1079
JANESVILLE, WI 535*15
28
SW 12 28N 08E
MILES PIT








( 815 ) 938-2136
28
NE 17 27N 09E
TERHARK QY.












SW 18 27N 08E
TATE QY.










SW 12 26N 08E
BROWNSMILL QUARRY









SE 30 26N 06E
R. GUENTNER QUARRY









( 618 ) 833-5121
28











SW 20 13S 01W
JONESBORO QY.







300 W WASHINGTON ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60606
28
NE 21 18N 13W
FAIRMOUNT QUARRY











NE 25 09N 01W
VALLEY QUARRY










SE 01 1 1N 03W








SW 10 01S 03W
QUARRY 1








NE 21 02S 03W
QUARRY 3







MT. VERNON, IL 62861
28
SW 16 03S 01W
PITTS QUARRY






SUB. MOLINE CONSUMERS CO,
313 SIXTEENTH ST.
MOLINE, IL 61265
( 309 ) 762-55^1
28
NE 11 20N 02E
MC MATTON PIT

















300 W WASHINGTON ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60606
28
NW 10 36N 10E
ROMEOVILLE QUARRY









NW 16 22N 07E
H & H SIER









SE 13 21N 06E
L. DEETS QUARRY









NW 21 21N 03E
A. HUIZENGA









SE 22 20N 03E
L. SLAYMAKER








SAVANNA, IL 6 107M
28
SE 02 22N 05E
BRODERICK QY.








SAVANNA, IL 61 074
28





















R R 2, BOX
PLAINFIELD, IL 60544
28







R R 2, BOX
PLAINFIELD, IL 60544
28
SW 13 36N 09E
FOUSER PIT















E & E HAULING
P BOX A
SITE 3
BLOOMINGDALE, IL 60 108
28
N2 26 37N 09E









SW 03 37N 10E
BARBERS CORNER









SW 36 37N 09E
PLAINFIELD PIT






JOLIET SAND & GRAVEL
7901 5 N HICKORY
CRESTHILL, IL 60435
28
NE 24 35N 09E
















300 W WASHINGTON ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60606
28
SE 35 37N 09E







10500 N RT 31
ALGONQUIN, IL 60102
28
NE 10 34N 09E
VICK PIT QUARRY








500 W PLAINFIELD ROAD
COUNTRYSIDE, IL 60525
28










500 W PLAINFIELD ROAD
COUNTRYSIDE, IL 60525
28
NE 26 37N 10E
WILLOW RANCH, INC.
1 MI NE ROMEOVILLE






N2 30 09S 04S







DIV. OF BAECO, INC.
P.O. BOX 236
STILL VALLEY, IL 61081
28
SE 09 43N 02E









NE 07 43N 02E
SANDY HOLLOW




















NW 02 44N 01E
JOHNS, R PIT









( 815 ) 547-7141
28
SE 16 43N 02E
CURTISS QY.









SW 11 45N 02E











NW 18 28N 10E
HUFFORD QUARRY









NW 05 H4N 01E









SE 10 45N 02E
GENESTRA QUARRY









SE 21 28N 10E
MASTRICOLA QY







LOVES PARK, IL 61 111
28










LOVES PARK, IL 61 111
28
SW 27 27N 10E
HOWARD, W QY.








LOVES PARK, IL 61 111
28
NE 36 H3N 01E
PAGELS QY.








LOVES PARK, IL 61111
28
SE 33 45N 02E
NIMITZ QY.







LOVES PARK, IL 61111
28
SE 33 MN 02E
MULFORD, C QY.







LOVES PARK, IL 61111
28
SE 26 46N 01E
BLACK, R. QY.







LOVES PRAK, IL 61111
28
SE 36 38N 10E
HOWARD, W QY.





ROCKFORD BLACKTOP CONSTR. CO.
600 BOYLSTON ST.
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
28
NE 19 ^3N 02E
BLACKHAWK QUARRY











NW 32 H3N 02E
BAXTER ROAD QY.







NE 29 MN 01E
LEVINGS QUARRY





WILSON & SHIPPLER CO,
2300 SHIRLAND AVENUE
RR #5
S. BELOIT, WI 53511
28
NW 01 46N 01E
HELMTS, M & J.QY











NE 14 46N 02E
FOSS QY.





WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY DEPT
424 N SPRINGFIELD AVE
ROCKFORD, IL 61103
28
NW 36 27N 10E






WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY DEPT
424 N SPRINGFIELD AVE
ROCKFORD, IL 61103
28







WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY DEPT
424 N SPRINGFIELD AVE
ROCKFORD, IL 61103
28
SE 27 46N 01
E
TRUMAN, ED QUARRY





WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY DEPT
424 N SPRINGFIELD AVE
ROCKFORD, IL 61103
28
SE 35 29N 1 1E
AUSTIN QUARRY





WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY DEPT
424 N SPRINGFIELD AVE
ROCKFORD, IL 61103
28
NW 18 27N 1 1E







WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY DEPT
424 N SPRINGFIELD AVE
ROCKFORD, IL 61103
28
SW 36 27N 1 1E
NETHERLY





WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY DEPT
424 N SPRINGFIELD AVE
ROCKFORD, IL 61103
28
NW 12 28N 1 1E
FALKNER QY.





WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY DEPT
424 N SPRINGFIELD AVE
ROCKFORD, IL 61103
28
NW 25 27N 11E
THOMPSON QUARRY





WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY DEPT
424 N SPRINGFIELD AVE
ROCKFORD, IL 61103
28
NW 28 26N 10E
SCHUUR QY.





WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY DEPT
424 N SPRINGFIELD AVE
ROCKFORD, IL 61103
28
SE 10 27N 10E
WNNEBAGO CO. FOREST






WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY DEPT
424 N SPRINGFIELD AVE
ROCKFORD, IL 61103
28
NW 10 45N 02E
WEBSTER, H QY.





WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY DEPT.
424 N SPRINGFIELD AVE
ROCKFORD, IL 61103
28
SE 30 43N 01E
R. MC GEE







WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY DEPT.
424 N SPRINGFIELD AVE
ROCKFORD, IL 61103
28
NE 12 45N 01E
SWANSON QUARRY





WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY DEPT,
424 N SPRINGFIELD AVE.
ROCKFORD, TL 61103
SE 07 43N 01E
ROCKFORD TOWNSHIP QY





WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY DEPT,
424 N SPRINGFIELD AVE.
ROCKFORD, IL 61103
28
NW 08 46N 01E
E. SHARP





WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY DEPT.
424 N SPRINGFIELD AVE.
ROCKFORD, IL 61103
28
NE 34 26N 10E





WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY DEPT.
424 N SPRINGFIELD AVE.
ROCKFORD, IL 61103
28
NW 34 29N 10E
SELDON QUARRY
2 MI N DURAND



